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Parliamentary democracy must work in
India lest it be replaced by one=party
government. Such democracy is lacking
in India not because Congress has the
support of the overwhelming majority
but because of the failure of the
Opposition,
9

9

”===-=>J, P, Narayan, Indian Socialist Leader

iii

PREFACE
This study seeks t@ inquire int©-those factors
responsible for the absence of effective opposition parties
in Indiao

Parliamentary democracy in India assumed the

development of such parties yet they have not as yet become
0

an important factor in Indian political affairs

0

A concern for the future of the democratic process
in India makes it relevant to inquire into this state of
affairso

Why are parties Ineffective^

opposition to Congressf

Is there in fact an

What is the nature ©f this oppositionp

and what effect® does it have on the political life of India?
These questions motivated the present study

0
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ABSTRACT
The Republic of India’s commitment to Western forms
of parliamentary democracy assumed that India would develop
a viable multi-party system similar to that which characterizes
Western democracies„ However, no effective opposition party
has developed in India during the last fifteen years e This
study is an attempt to isolate the reasons for this failure.
The Indian Socialist parties, generally regarded as the logical
non™communist opposition to the dominant Indian National
Congress, will receive special attention in the study.
It is the author’s contention that a combination of
two broad groups of factors account for the absence of effective
opposition parties in India,

The first group => factors which

inhibit opposition party development <=> includes the Congress
party’s legacy of leadership, the role of the Indian leader,
problems of political communication and organization, the
electoral process and opposition party instability.

The second

category entails a discussion of forces which constitute a
non®institutionalized opposition to Congress, and which pre-empt
the development of formal opposition parties.

Coercive public

protest, factions in Congress, language and communal politics
and Federal ® State relations will be reviewed in this section,

viii .

INTRODUCTION
The specific aim of this thesis is to explore the
inability of the Indian Socialist party to act effectively
as an opposition political party= Concentration on the
Socialist party' is, of course, an attempt to reduce to
manageable proportions the entire question of why effective
opposition parties have not developed in the Indian Union,
India is a democratic nation, and its political
preferences are expressed through the ballot box.

It is

also a nation confronted with a multitude of problems,
many of which suggest alternative solutions or approaches,
These two facts would lead one to suppose the active partiei<=
pation in the political affairs of competing political parties.
Yet this.is not the ease.
The central fact of political life in India today
is the pre-eminent position of the Indian National Congress =
the Congress party.

This party has effectively dominated

the political life of the World8s largest democracy sine©
Independence in 1947,

The Congress has become the "maternal

monolith" of India, and it is impossible to discuss any
phase of Indian political or administrative affairs without
reference'to its role,

-

No effort is made by this author to render judgment

on the need for effective political opposition parties in
the democratie process.
scope of this work.

Such a Judgment is beyond the

What does concern us here is the fact

that such parties have a valued and clearly defined function
in contemporary Western democracies and are present in the
life of those countries« Given this generally accepted
role, it would seem valuable to examine the absence of viable
opposition parties on the Indian political scene.

Such study

is especially meaningful given that the formal institutions
of the Indian political system are essentially derived from

the democratic tradition of the

West and that the

prospects

for the survival of that system

are of signal importance

to both Western and non»Western nations.
Does the absence of viable and effective opposition
parties indicate that n©.opposition to the dominant Congress
party exists?

The author feels that this question must be

answered negatively.

His hypothesis is that opposition

parties in India are ineffective as a result of -the operation

of factors comprising the Indian "political environment" and
because of what the author has.termed the "informal opposition.
He feels, that this "informal, opposition" constitutes a non®
institutionalized expression of
Congress party.

opposition to the

Thus he will seek to isolate

and

dominant'
discuss

features which inhibit the growth of formal opposition parties

and features which set to oppose the Congressg thus seeking
to disprove any strict conception of India as a one<=>party
state*

„

■

To review the area of concern as thoroughly as
possible, the first pages of the thesis constitute a general

survey of prior research on the nature and function of
political parties in Western, democratic societies - this
•to emphasize the motivation for the present study*

survey of Indian political history follows:

A brief

a selective

review of those features most relevant to the study of
current Indian, political problems and practices*

Factors ■

that act to inhibit the development of political parties
are then discussed*

In this last and most important area,

the Indian Socialist party has been used as a vehicle for
the discussion*

Fart I
J M M A A S i m l Party in th© West
.&s this thesis is an attempt to determine why only
one major political party exists in India, it would seem
valuable to have a brief review of what functions a political
party serves in the Western democracies which have been the
source of contemporary Indian political organization and
philosophy.

This overview concentrates only on the functional

and descriptive aspects of political parties

5

no value

judgment is made relating to their need in a democratic
system of government.
Part One is primarily concerned with providing a
feeling of the importance and utility of political parties
to the political process in the West.

It has been arbi

trarily divided into descriptive and functional headings.

Such an arrangement emphasizes the motivation for the study
of the Indian example and seeks to synthesize and condense
a subject, upon which scholars have lavished considerable
attention.
1)

The Political Party ® A Definition

Any number of definitions have been given for
political parties.

Most revolve around a concept of the

political party as a social group that operates within the

larger society$, seeking to influence the political process.
In considering this concept9'one might keep the following

definition of the term group in mind: "Any aggregation of
individuals who share a sense of common characteristics

or common goals,"

1

Samuel J. Eldersveld.states that a party

is comprised of a set of individuals with specific roles*

behaving as members of an identifiable social group.

To

him the party is a miniature political system* with authority*
structure* and arrangements for power distribution.

Above

all* the political party is defined by Eldersveld as a
decision-making system*

a specialised system of political

action in a democratic society,

2

E, E, Schattschneider describes the political party

as "first of all an organized attempt to get power,"

He

then defines power as.control of government* and points out
that such desire for control distinguishes the political
party from a pressure group,^
Political parties are the almost inevitable result

%eil A, McDonald* The Study of Political Parties
(New York: Random House* 1965% p, 12,
Samuel J, Eldersveld* Political Parties: A
Behavioral Analysis (Chicago g Rand McNally* 1^64). * pp, 1-2,
E, E, Schattschneider* Party Government (New Yorks
Rinehart and Co,* Inc,* 1942)* p, 35,

of divided ©pinion and interests in a large electorate.

They

are, to quote Max Weber, "the children of democracyg of mass
franchise, of the necessity to woo and energise the masses„
Parties are different from factions, cliques, cabals
and juntas„ They differ in that they have a broader base
and a wider commitment

Again quoting Weber, "active leader^

0

ship and a freely recruited following are necessary elements
in the life of a

p

a

r

t

y

.

parties are also marked by a

pattern of stable connections or relationships between leaders
and followers.
There are two classifications of parties
and the cadre party.

2

the mass

The former is characterized by wide

active membership, with strong participation at the local
level in a large number of membership units.
Communist party meets this description.

The Soviet

The cadre party

is a much looser association, which features a small hard
core of political activists, who may only mobilize strong
voter support and allegiance at crucial times = such as
elections.^

Both the United States and India have such a

party structure.

^Henry B. Mayo, An Introduction to Democratic Theory

(New York:

Oxford University" Press, 1960), pp. 147=48,

^William N. Chambers, Political Parties in a New

Nation

(New York:

Oxford University Press, 1963), p. 45.

^Chambers, 54.

Political parties are expressions of divergent views .
held by groups contending for influence on the governmental
processo

An early statement on the motivation leading to

party formation was given by James Madison in the Federalist
Noe."Ten i? . "The latent causes of faction are thus sown in
the nature of man » .

0

a zeal for differing opinions „ . „

have divided mankind into parties» « »

0

19

In summary parties are political groups which organize
within society to influence and control government.
8
a means of group access to power,
2)

They are

The Functions of the Political Party

The political party performs a myraid of functions
in a modern democratic society,

A broad introductory state®

ment of these functions has been made by V, 0, Key, who writes
that "the political party becomes the instrument for the
organization of support /for those who seek political power/
in societies founded on the doctrine of the consent of the
governed,"9

With this statement as a starting point, it is

possible to isolate a number of specific functions,

7Robert A. Goldwin (ed
Political Parties, U,S.A,.
(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1961), p, 72,
,

)

9

®David Truman, The Governmental Process (New York:
■W,. W, Norton and Co,, 1951), p, 282.
9V, 0, Key, Politics, Parties and'Pressure Groups
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell"Co,, 1958), p. 219.

!8

Personnel Provision
A major function of the political party is to provide
personnel =» both to fill the offices of elective government
and to assist in the electoral process. This is to say that
the party recruits and often trains individuals who will
stand for political office, and places them before the
electorate for selection.

It further provides the manpower

necessary to the conduct of political campaigns ~ manpower
to mobilise the vote and to administer elections.

The party

acts to utilize those interested in public life where their
interests may be realized.

Thus the party acts to initially

select, groom and present those who will hold government
authority, and to provide the workers necessary to secure their
election.
Orderly Succession
Another feature of the political party is its provision
of the mechanism implementing the orderly transfer of power
deemed desirable in a democracy.

As V. 0, Key

S t a t e s

Political parties constitute a basic element of
democratic institutional apparatus. They perform
an essential function in the management of
succession to power, as well as in the process of
obtaining popular consent to the course of public
policy.

10Key, 12.

Thus political parties provide the means for handling succession
to authority by more or less peaceful means»
Voter Association
The democratic form of government demandsg as
one requisite to its successg the participation of at least
a minimal portion of the electorate in the electoral process

0

The party functions to facilitate this partieipatione It
acts to “energize

18

the voter; to imbue him with a sense

of participations and to provide him a political '
“home

„ 88

It

permits the voter a relationship with policy and candidate,,
and provides the-means through which he may participate in
the political process»

The party acts to provide the political

“colors around which the voter may rally»
88

Early recognition of this partially psychological
function was evinced by Graham Wallas,, writing in the first
decade of this century
Something is required simpler and more permanent
/than candidates and policies?„ something which can
be recognized at successive elections as the same
thing as was loved and trusted before and the party
is such a thing*
9

.The Campaign
The party also plays an important role in the operation
of the electoral contest.

These campaigns running the gamut
9

■^Graham Wallas„ Human Nature and Polities (Bostons
Houghton Mifflin Go,, 1901T)$ p „ 83T'" ' " ~ -'

10

of complexity from the local city council election to the
American Presidential marathon, require extraordinarily e©=>
©rdinated activity, talent. Initiative, dedication and ability

0

This the party furnishes <= although with varying degrees of
success.
Finance
Standing for office and running a political campaign
is costly, and is often a great or impossible burden to
the candidate.

When the candidate lacks sufficient personal

resources, and often to supplement such resources, the party
steps in and assists in fund raising, and spreads the cost
of campaigning,

The party also plays a vital role in initiating
policies, providing a public arena for the debate of those
policies, and channels public discussion.

It also serves a

role in educating the public politically.
Unity
Another vital role or function of the political
party is to reconcile or unify the many diverse interests
held in society.

To bring such interests under a mantle of

• O

general agreement dampens disruptive tendencies that are
latent in pluralistic societies.

As one author notes,

“A system of political parties is designed to bring the
diversity of . . . society into a working harmony.
Organize and Implement Public Opinion
Sigmund Neuman states that the "primary task of
political parties is to organize the chaotic public will.
Public opinion is too variable to be effective unless it is
organized| it must be canalized along a broad line of some
major division of opinion.

Parties focus the issues, sharpen

the differences between the contenders, and eliminate cross®
currents of public opinion.

The party enables the public to

make its choice between sufficiently distinct alternatives.^
Neuman also makes a succinct statement on parties
that will serve to close this section.^
They are brokers of ideas, constantly clarifying,
systematizing and expounding doctrine. They are
representatives of social interest groups, bridging
the distance between the individual and the great
community. They maximize the voters education in
the competitive scheme of at least a two party
system, and sharpen his free choice.

^Pendleton Herring, The Politics of Democracy
(New York: W. M, Norton and Co."," 1946) ,' p. '64... ***

•^Sigmund Neuman (ed.), Modern Political Parties
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
pp. 399*7.
^R. M. Maclver, The Web of Government
The Macmillan Co., 1947),
■^Neuman, 396®97,

(New York:

12

3)

The Functions of the Opposition Party

The above functions are generally held to be performed
by the political party.

One specific function =• that of

opposing the party or administration in power => has been left
for discussion under this separate heading.
An opposition party is concerned with providing
alternatives to the electorate.

These may be alternative

policy commitments, differing conceptions of governmental
responsibility, a change of political or administrative
leadership, or any combination of these elements.
ion is concerned with criticism:

The opposite

criticism directed against

the incumbent political power, and criticism serving to force
compliance with the general will of the electorate.

The

opposition works to keep the incumbents "honest" =» and stands
ready to replace those incumbents should they not continue
to accede to the desires, or operative norms of the electorate,
or if their policies are unpopular or unsuccessful..

The opposition argues ideology or perspective, present**,
ing an alternate policy or program.

The opposition contends

with the power-®holders for the optimum means of achievement.

and selection of goals 16"
Further, the opposition acts to "sublimate ancient
animosities' between ins and outs to o r a t o r y This is to say
^Chambers, 145.
1

7

K@y,

1

2

.

13

that an opposition party provides a peaceful channel of
activity for those individuals and groups disenchanted with
the power«=holders. This acts to inhibit disruptive activities
by those groups who wish to influence government and which
9

might otherwise seek redress through more violent means «=
means inimical to democracye
A word on the potentially disruptive influence of
opposition parties» While $ as mentioned above e parties
contend with one another, such contention need not damage
the political process „

If a party is to act effectively

in opposition it must oppose the measures of the party in
power.

Yet it need not oppose recklessly.

Parties should

arrive at a consensus concerning political means and national
ends.

There must be at least minimal agreement on political

or national goals, and the "ground rules" to be followed
in the attainment of these goals,

A loyal and effective

opposition is thus likely to choose a course consistent
with responsibility to the national welfare, if only to "avoid
the onus of history, and, quite possibly, political shipwreck
on the shoals of public disapproval,"^
The opposition party is the "engine" that provides
for a continuous plebiscite on the policy that a government
should follow, and on the acceptance of the personnel who

^Chambers

132,

administer those policies„ They make the voters choose at
least the lesser of two evils, and force political differentia
tion into a few major channels«19
Thomas Jefferson, writing in 1798 «= a time when he
came to fully accept the elements of partisanship and parties
described the utility and motivation of political parties in
opposition: 20
In every free and deliberating society there must
be, from the nature of man, opposite parties and
violent dissention and discord. . . . Perhaps this
party division is necessary to induce each to watch
and relate to the people the proceedings of the
other, .
It is in this "'watching and relating to the people" that
parties in opposition justify their existence and serve
in the democratic process of government.

There can be, and

are, other means of controlling government:

the press,

pressure groups and public opinion to name but a few.
But parties in opposition are perhaps the most effective
way of maintaining this control.
However, to be effective, opposition parties must
on occasion assume power, or stand ready and able to assume
that power.

In India this has not been the case for any

^Neuman, 397=400.
Chambers, 149.
‘
^Suzane Labin, The Secret of Democracy
Oxford University Press, 1955), p.
..
2

1

(New York:

opposition party in the nineteen years following independenceo
Why this is so, and its implications for the future of democracy
in Indiaj is treated at greater length below

0

Part II
India - 4 Historical Survey
To fully understand the contemporary political
situation in India it is necessary to briefly review the
history of political thought and activity in South Asia to
the time of Independence in 1947„

The following pages will

attempt such a review*.the aim being to quickly high”
light major political trends and events,
1)

Pre”British Political History

To discuss the political history and organisation
of India prior to the establishment of English rule over the
subcontinent is to consider a time span of some three thousand
years, One might date the period as extending from 1*500 B. G«
f
until the middle of the eighteenth century. This first date
marks the Aryan invasion and settlement of Indiaj the second
the battle of Plassey In 1757* and the inception of British
dominance.
For convenience * three further chronological sub”
divisions may be made:

the Hindu period * extending from

1*500 B, C, to a time a little after the first millenlum of
Christian era * the Muslim period from the beginning of the
thirteenth century to the first years'of the sixteenth
16

which met its demise in the triumph ©f British imperialism,, ^
The Hindu Peri@d
Hhile inf©msiti©n ©n this peri©d is s©mewh@t restricted
by a dearth ©f histcrieal records

8

it is pessible t© draw

certain e@nelusions regarding the political life ©f the sub=
continent through the 2500 year era

0

These systems ®£ g©vern=

ment which emerged in the Hindu period are complex and varied„
Monarchy was the prevailing form ©f government and seme form
9

@f the social contract theory was suggested

0

Under this

concept subjects had the right t© dispose a tyranical ruler

8

a right often abrogated by the monarch0s military capabilityo
The dominant tradition was authoritarian and dictatorial and
9

there existed a plethora of competing and usually short-lived
political jurisdictions
Little creative political thought is found in ancient
Hindu writingo

Significant exceptions to this ares

Kautilya0®

Arthashastra« the Laws of Manu and portions of the Mahabharata
9

relation of state and society, /and? the forms of governq
meat. . „ ,"
The Arthashastra merits particular attention,
as it is a thorough and pragmatic manual of despotic adminis
trative practices, surprisingly broad in scope and keen in
detaile

This paucity of thought on the subject of government

is not surprising, but rather is indicative of the nature of
political life in a turbulent era.
It is of interest to note the way Hindu India regarded
the question of a political opposition.

The Arthashastra

speaks of placing persons in opposition to the king "under
state protection, /where? they

may be made to live and work in

mines, lest they offer shelter to e n e m i e s , O r "any person
who insults the king, betrays the king's council, or makes
evil attempts against the king

, ,, shall have his tonguecut

out,"

who creates disaffection in

And finally "any person

forts, country parts or the army shall be burnt alive from
head to foot."

Opposition to the ruler was clearly thought

not in the best Interest of self-preservation, and quite
obviously was not recognized as an inherent right or of benefit
to the governance of the kingdom,
3

Norman D. Palmer, "Indian and Western Political Thought
Coalescence or Clash?," American Political Science Review^
XLIX, No. 3 (September, 1955), ?5f>.
A
"TCautilya, The Arthashastra (7th ed.; Mysore: Mysore
Printing and Publishing House, 19$1), p. 23,
^Kautilya, 257.

19

Hindu India was never a single political entity®

The

only partial exceptions to this were the great Maurya and
Gupta despotisms of North India,
The Mauryan dynasty held sway from the fourth to
the second centuries B, G«

9

and succeeded in bringing much of

India into one political unit.

The greatest glory of the

age cam© under the reign of Asoka one of the.',great- rulers
9

of history in the third century B, C,
9

At its finest hour

Mauryah rule was a most benevolent centralized despotism,
which featured a broad latitude of religious toleration,
something of a government of laws, and wide state concern
in matters of social and economic importance,^
The Gupta dynasty, which also lasted two hundred
years, came in the fourth to sixth centuries A, D,$ six
hundred years after the Mauryan fall.

Here again India was

partially unified, and there occurred a great flowering of
Hindu art. and thought under the despotic Gupta kings.
After the demise of the Gupta empire "political
unity and solidarity was shattered.

The Indian political

world was reduced to an anarchic medly of quarreling states
and countless.dynasties,

6

Mallbank, 40,

^Amaury D© Rieneourt, The Soul of India
Oxford University Press, 1960)%~p,
J..: "

(New York:

20

The general picture of political India before
between and after the two great Hindu dynasties is one of
near anarchy» One student of the period has made the following
observations^

What India lacked was political unity and social
solidarityo Her leaders counted in the hundreds g
her energy was frittered away in petty squabbles
between various small states. She may be correctly
described during this period as merely a geographical
expression.
Thus Hindu period India with the exception of some four
9

hundred years of Haurya and Gupta rule, lacked a unified
political consciousness «= to say nothing of political stability.
In point of fact

9

such unity as was achieved was spasmodic9

and superficial at best,^
The two great indigenous totalitarian states aroseg
burned brightly in the political galaxyB then disappeared =
leaving no substantial political legacy.

They are remembered

as mements ©f artistic glory and comparative ealm despotisms
9

featured by both high and low degrees of concern for the
masses.

Yet they left no real framework for political stability.

It is significant that both dynasties were fathered and led to

the apex of power by individuals of exemplary capability,

®Percival Griffiths, The British Impact on India

(Londons

Macdonald, 1952), p. 29,
a

(Bombays

'

_
-

A, P, Desai, Social Background of Indian Nationalism
Oxford University Press, 1949),
1

21

both military and administrative and that when the quality
9

of personal leadership failed, so to did the dynasties

It is

0

in this impermanence that one finds a considerable degree of

truth-in. the British colonial argument that "there is not and
never was an India„ no Indian nation, no epeople of India.6
In this period, and extending into the Muslim and
Mogul periods as well, there was perhaps some small expression
of local self™government.

This came in the institution of

the panchavat (council of five) in village India.

These small

groups did provide-some small elements of stability and pro™
tection, perhaps even of popular expression., in the closely™

knit and largely isolated village.H

Considerable homage has

been rendered the panchavat. by Indians bent on proving the
existence of a system of indigenous village democracy.

Nehru,

for one, stated that the panchavat "provided a wide®spread
system of self-government in towns and villages" where the
powers of such central government as might exist did not
penetrate.

1 2

on fact.

Recent scholarship indicates that the panchavat

Yet this seems to be something of expansion

was a guild or caste governing body, and was not constituted
10

Selig Harrison, India: The Most Dangerous Decades
Princeton University Press%1960), p. 4.

(Princeton:

"^Palmer, The Indian Political System. 26-8.
^Jawaharlal Nehru, The Discovery of India
Doubleday and Co., 1959), p. 151.

(New York:

on a village basis.

In fact, the village would seem to
13

have been governed by oligarchies or hereditary headmen.
The Muslim Period
After hundreds of years of internal disunity and
foreign attack following the fall of the Gupta dynasty, Muslim
invaders from Central Asia conquered much of the subcontinent
and established the Delhi Sultanate by the beginning of the
thirteenth century.

The Muslims were foreigners to Indla9

who held to the faith of Islam* and who remained distinct
from the Hindu population.

They ruled as military autocrats,

and again instituted a system of centralized despotism.

They

created something of a unified empire, but they failed, as
had the Hindus before them, to create a stable polity, and
° . . . in general displayed no more-constructive political
genius than had their predecessors.

m

-fcfe&ul Period

One invading foreign power replaced another, and the
crumbling Muslim empire had been destroyed and supplanted by
Islamic Mogul invaders by 1526,

This second major foreign

dynasty was marked by five basic characteristics, which it
generally shared with its predecessor.

It was alien domination

13Hush Tinker. India and Pakistan (New York:
1962), p. 15,.
A_a.,r,.
.
1^Griffiths, 30,

Praaer.
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as foreign to India as were the later British pro-consuls of
Empire; it was completely despotic; it was in fact a military,
occupation and administration; it was bent on conquest and
plunder; and there was no hereditary aristocracy.^
The Moguls created a great empire in India, and held
sway over much of the subcontinent.

Their greatest emperor,

Akbar, was a contemporary of Queen Elizabeth I of England

and held far greater power.

He created an effective system

of administration, and preached religious toleration between
Moslem and Hindu.

Yet no permanent political base was created,

and the empire soon decayed under the hand of less competent
and enlightened despots.
The Moguls ruled under a concept of absolute, semi
divine kingship, supported by the military nature of the Mogul
system.

As mentioned above, Mogul kings were foreigners in

the Hindu environment, and their rule was a military despotism
over a subject land. As a visitor to the Mogul court of
the seventeenth century stated "The Great Mogul is a foreigner
in Hindustan. . . .
nearly so. . . .

He finds himself in- a hostile country, or

He is under the necessity of keeping numerous

armies, even in the time of peace.
^Griffiths, 123-27.

^Hugh Tinker, Foundations of Local Self-Government In
India. Pakistan and Burma (London; University of"London Press.
1954); p. io„ .... -
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The Mogul empire had shallow roots $ and depended
on the personalities and military capabilities of the reigning
autocrats.

It lacked popular patriotic support, and the trust

of the vast majority of its subjects
In Mogul India opposition to the ruling power was
endemic, although seldom marked by parliamentary niceties,

A ruler was constantly forced to guard against attempts at
his throne by relatives or members of the aristocracy.

As

power went to those who could seize and retain it, there was
almost constant blood«=letting, The entire question of
opposition was a reflection of individual desire to accede
to power and the prerogative of office.
This foreign despotism, based as it was on military
power, alien and aloof from, the mainstream of Hindu life and
thought, was "one unceasing round of valor, greatness, discord,
18

degeneration and decay."

The real power of the Moguls had

eroded away by 1707, and India was again ripe for political
upheaval.
This brief resume” of the three broad periods of
Indian political history that pre=date the establishment of
British power reveals that no one historical golden age is

■

17

1

Vincent Smith, Oxford History of England
Oxford University Press, 1923;, p. 465,
.18Wallbank, 53.

(London:
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cherished in common by all or even most citizens of the
present Indian Union.

There are many regional memories of

powerful local rulers , and the broader memory of the Guptas
and Mauryas of Gangetie India.

But the dominant tradition is

one of warring empires or imperial entities bent on conquest.
The Muslim and Mogul regimes were but usurpers to the scene,
who provided only a thin veneer of
2)

s o l i d a r i t y . ^

The British Raj

Mogul dominance in India was supplanted by British
rule => a transfer of power accomplished with a minimum of
violence considering the nature and dimensions of the prize.
There is no better index of the shallow control enforced by
the later Mogul rulers, or of the basic lack of national
political unity Or consciousness, than this relatively
bloodless seizure by an alien power => the third such foreign
power to control India in six centuries.

The British East India Company
British rule in India was almost the incidental
result of the activities of the British East India Company =>
the "John Company" ~ which came to India to trade in the

seventeenth century.

This commercial venture demanded secure

■^Harrison, 12=14.

bases on Indian soil at a time when Mogul rule was at its
nadir and the political environment unsettled= Such conditions
led to the exercise of Company military power and it rapidly
9

expanded from its commercial role to assume actual administra=
tive and revenue functions over large areas of India„ By
"the beginning of the nineteenth century British forces under
the Company were maintained in Mysore $ Hyderabads and Oudh$
and o o o the British controlled large areas of India."^0
Once the Company had gained military* civil and revenue
control of an area* it expanded this area by two methods : direct
annexation through conquest; and by the creation of alliances
with native rulers = alliances that acknowledged British
suzeranity.

By the middle of the nineteenth century the Company

controlled most of the subcontinent. i
Thus the "John Company," which sailed into Indian
waters to trade* found those waters so troubled that it felt
forced to assume local power to insure its. protection; later
enthusiastically sought territorial aggrandisement and
governmental control; and finally became the paramount power
in India.

The fiction of Mogul rule was carried on until

^Griffiths* 90
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18629 but in fact the Company had succeeded to power=in India
long before that date.

From the early nineteenth until the

mid<=twentieth century the Raj «=> an Indian term for the
British Indian Government =» held the subcontinent as the
^brightest jewel of the Imperial Crown«"
British Century
The British East India Company ruled India until .
1858 having abandoned trade for strictly governmental functions
9

several decades before that date.

With the Indian Mutiny of -

1857 Company rule was terminated s and the British Government
9

In England assumed direct control

0

The main responsibility

for the government of India rested on a Parliamentary Secretary
of State for India

9

and an advisory Council of India in London »

Executive power in India lay with the Viceroy ~ a Parlia=
mentary appointee and representative of the Crown* As the
years passed into the twentieth century this chain of responsi®'
bility was slowly altered to provide for an increasing amount
of Indian participation, with Indians sitting on Viceregal
councils and with some areas electing representatives to
9

assemblies or advisory boards*
British India => the British Raj » was an amalgam
composed of provinces under direct British rule and the Native
or Princely States*

Some 562 of these states existed, many

of insignificant dimensions % others as large as some Western
European nations*

Together they covered nearly two®fifths

28

©f the subcontinent„ They affected hereditary rulers

9

but

the real'source ©f power lay in the hands @f the local British
Resident *= responsible to ■the Raj of Delhi
It must be said, that at its inception British rule
was authoritarian and may be described as the most benevolent
of despotisms*

It did howevers progress from this stage to

one of greatly expanded Indian voice in the affairs of the
subcontinent, and when Independence was granted in 1947, India

was by no means lacking substantial local autonomy* To detail
this evolution is beyond the scope of the present paper, yet it
should be noted that considerable progress, under the prod
of both Indian nationalism and British conscience, was made
towards eventual, self-government*
What is of overriding concern in viewing this period
vas it affects the Indian political scene of today is the
remarkable transformation in Indian political concepts that
took place under the Raj*

If one will recall the highly

fragmented India over which Mogul power threw an appearance
of unity, and the India which the John Company found in the
process of again fractionating into a multitude of quarreling

states under the fading Mogul Empire, the development of a
-politically more unified national polity with a commitment
to democracy is astounding*

99

Palmer, The Indian Political System* 39*
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To account for this development one must point to the
introduction of Western education to India, and to the basic
civility of British rule*

of a political systems

The English gave India the bedrock

ideas and concepts tortuously evolved

in the West were seeded in India, and were allowed to flower
under the British eye -> albeit they aroused the Imperial ire
on more than one occasion.

The British Raj was no Oriental despotism, dedicated
to restraining'the subject land and its peoples to the
greater glory of the alien rulers.

England ruled for decades,

guided for a considerable period of time by a "utilitarian"
philosophy that drew strongly on the Platonic concept of
a body of administrators ably tending to the needs of a
people who were judged unable to fend for

t h e m s e l v e s .
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yet

at the same time she furnished the ideas which eventually
created more of a nation-state than had perhaps ever existed

in India.

One Indian author writes "British; imperialism in

India had two contradictory sets of features>
it had a revolutionary character.

In some respects

In others it was reactionary

in the extreme . But in both phases, British rule encouraged
and provoked the rise and development of the nationalist struggle
for justice and independence."24
23Eric Stokes, The English Utilitarians and India

(Oxford : Clarendon Pres^.................. ..... .
2

4

Palmer, Ihe.^ndlatt Political System. 63.
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In 1860 the British Raj steed f i m g and in 1876 the
English Qaeen VIetoria was styled ’"Empress @f Indiao

88

Yet

seventy yeans later <= without resort to armed revolution or
unilateral declaration of Independence <= India became a free
and self=g©vernlng nation.

The new state was firmly committed

to the concept® of demoeracyg and perhaps for the first time
in her history was both infernally unified and governed,
3)

Political Developments to 1947 = Congress Raj

The history of the development and fulfillment of
the Indian claim for independence is a long ©ne and if is
0

sufficient* for our purposes* to touch only on the major
highlights of that history,

Ho mention will be made of the

growth of the Muslim League * its subsequent separation from
the Congress movement and the creation of Pakistan* but
9

rather this survey will'concentrate only on the Congress party.
To discuss Indian political developments to 1947
is to review the history of the Congress party* founded In
1885,

nationalist leader® had arisen in India before that

date* yet the Congress marks the arrival of the first durable
political organisation* and the arrival on the Indian political
scene of the party that would lead India to & conception of
nationhood and eventual independence,
The Indian National Congress was in part founded by
Englishmen and was initially regarded as a means of channeling

the growing diseontent of the ©merging Indian literati „ At
its inception the Congress was ® debating body with a moderate
outlook^ which called not for separation from Brit®in

0

but

rather for wider Indian participation in the administrative
affairs of the subcontinent. This was clearly expressed
by a Congress leader in 1885s

”It is not severance we look

forward to « but unification* permanent embodiment as an
integral part of that great Empire<, . „
Until the first years of the twentieth century Congress
was not a party that sought independence

0

Yet with the end

of the Victorian era the party rapidly came to adopt a more
militant stand* and began calling for the Xndlanization of
the administrative services* and eventual freedom.

This

change was accompanied by factionalism within the party* and
the creation of moderate and activist wings, Such disagree®
ment tended to weaken the party* and often reduced it to
bitter Internal quarrels => weakening its effectiveness as a
foil to the British Baj,
The First World War* bringing as it did the British
need for Indian assistance* paved the way for the resurgence
of the party* and for the expansion of its goals.

In return

for Indian support * the Congress demanded sweeping political

32

concessions from the Raj.

some of these were forthcoming#

embodied in the Montague"Che 1msford reforms, and a .step .was
taken in the expansion of Indian political rights.

However

these British concessions were deemed unsatisfactory by the
Congress, and, with British repressive measures in force
following the War,, tensions ran high.
In the War’s aftermath Congress was racked with
internal dissension concerning policies and goals.

Gandhi

arrived oh the scene at this time, and, largely through
his leadership, the fires of faction .were banked. With his
new policy of disobedience to the Raj - peaceful civil dis»
order the humanitarian English could not bring themselves
to crush out of hand - Indian demands for independence were

pushed forward.

Gandhi also expanded the Congress from its

position as a body of intellectuals to a party leading a
genuine mass movement.

Under Gandhi the party had in its

ranks all colors of socialists, republicans and communists »
every hue of political activist.

By 1929 the British Government, faced with an India
seething with political discontent, announced the eventual
goal of Dominion status for India.

This was a step of the

first magnitude, as such status had come to mean independence
within the voluntary association of the Commonwealth.
The following decade was marked by considerable
turmoil, as die-hard British imperialism gradually gave way
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to the realization that independence must come to India.

With

the advent of World War Two, Congress refused to cooperate
with Britain unless promised immediate independence.

This was

refused s and most Congress leaders were incarcerated for
the war years.

Yet India did not rebel ° in large part due

to Congress sympathy with the British cause => and she played
her part, as she had twenty-five years before, in the 'British
war effort.
This brings to mind the question of British treatment
of political opposition to the Raj. At its early stage of
development Congress debate and criticism was regarded indul
gently by the Imperial Government.

With Gandhi and civil

disobedience, the Raj grew less lenient, and the Congress
leadership was often arrested.

The Raj generally severely

punished acts of outright terrorism, yet few real political
leaders behaved as terrorists.

For the most part a free

press was allowed to flourish, and nationalist leaders were
allowed to travel, developing and expounding their philosophies.
Leaders were as a rule jailed only in the war years when the
very existence of the British Empire was threatened, or when
civil disobedience reached critical proportions.

Conditions

of confinement were generally lenient, and were often nothing
less than sabbaticals for Indian leaders, who were jailed under
anything but arduous conditions.

In fact, much of the political

thought and writing that fed the fires of independence stemmed

34

from periods of reflection in English jails . All this is not
to detract from the fact that the Raj did in fact deprive
Indian leadership of personal freedom, but it is a far cry
from practices under any previous power in India *» and con
temporary practice in a number of nations „

Today senior

Indian leaders look with pride on this period of personal
sacrifice, which represents and exemplifies their personal
commitment to Indian freedom.

The British Raj did take steps

to dampen Indian nationalism, but they were far from harsh,
and in retrospect would appear to have served only to delay
the inevitable,27

With the War won in 1945, an exhausted Britain, under
the helm of a Labour Government, could no longer resist the
ever-mounting pressure exerted for a free India by a Congress
supported by the Indian masses.

Independence was granted on

August 15, 1947.
Congress immediately succeeded to the power of the
Raj.

Jawaharlal Nehru, projected to the emotional as well as

27The generally humane and increasingly liberal character
of the British Indian Government, and its refusal to govern
"by force, naked and undisguised," is discussed in a revealing
article by D, A. Low, "The Government of India and the First
Non-Cooperative Movement - 1920-1922," Journal of Asian
Studies. XXV, No. 2 (February, 1966), 2 4 1 - W I ™
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titular leadership of the party by the assassination of
Gandhig became head of the new Indian Union= Congress party
leaders stepped into vital positions in the new government

9

and Congress assumed the burden of rule <=> uncontested until
the first elections in 1951=52 c

Part III
The Indian Socialist Parties <=•

4

History

It is now time to turn to a basic concern of this
thesis s the Indian Socialist party in its role as a
political opposition in India= This first section is con=
earned with a history of the party„ and a review of its
successes ~ or lack thereof => in Indian political affairs

6

A historical survey will show that the Indian Socialist move™
ment has been bedeviled by a multitude of internal difficulties
and that it has failed to realize any position as an effective
opponent to the dominant Congress party.

Later pages will

attempt to account for and discuss this failure, but for the
moment the concentration is on the background and present
position of the party in India,

The Indian Socialist party was conceived in the
birth of modern Indian political thought and activity under
British rule, and its earliest expression came in the develop®
ment of left-wing elements in the Congress party.

For example,

in 1931, in response to the pressure of such socialist=>oriented
leaders as Jawaharlal Nehru, the Congress declared as one of
its basic tenets that "the state shall own or control key

industries and services, mineral resources, railways, waterways
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shipping, and other means of productione”
The movement within the Congress was formalized with
the creation of the Congress Socialist party (GSP) in 1934.
Its declared object was ”independence and the establishment
of a Socialist s o c i e t y . A party organ was established

under the hand of Rammanohar Lohia, and membership was
restricted under the party constitution to "members of the
Indian National Congress."

As such the CSP was a cadre party,

working within the Congress to keep it on the "right ideo
logical track with regard to the struggle for independence
and the subsequent establishment of a Socialist state.

3

At this early date there was little to differentiate
the CSP from the slightly older Indian Communist party (CPI).
Such differences as did exist were tactical* and resulted in
large part from the CPI"s affiliation with the Comintern.
The CSP was designed as a vehicle to carry socialism into

-

the national movement represented by the Congress* with the
object* not of converting Congress* but of splitting it.
As a result the CPI regarded the CSP as a "left maneuver

P. Sitaramayya* The History of the Indian National
Congress (Bombay? Padma PublicatiosasT^ 1946=47) $ p. 465.
2

Jo P. Narayan, Towards Struggle
Publications* 1946), p. 7.".

Padma

3
R, L Lakhanpal* History of the Congress Socialist
(Lahore: CSP* 1946), p. 30. “
0

Mrty

(Bombay:
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of the bourgeoisie" and maintained a steady barrage of criticism
against the Congress faction.^

Communists were barred from

the GSP for this criticism, however they were allowed re-entry
when the CPI was declared illegal by the British in 1934.
Final rupture with the Communists came in 1939, following
several years, of uneasy alliance, as a result of the Communist6s
vitriolic attacks on the CSP and the Congress for their stand
against Fascism in the face of the Hitler-Stalin Pact.^
The war years largely stifled Indian political activity
for the simple reason that the British threw most well-known
independence leaders into jail for the duration.

However,

with the defeat of the Axis powers, and with independence on
the near horizon, activity was feverishly resumed in 1946s
Early in 1947 the CSP met to discuss the Impact of
Indian independence.

The most significant result of this

conference was the decision to establish a Socialist party
outside Congress and for this party to "fight for the
establishment of a democratic socialist society in India.
This decision reflected a growing d isenchantment with Congress,

^Saul Rose, Socialism in Southern Asia (London;
Oxford University Press, 19%), p. 18.
5
M. R. Masani, The Communist Party of India (London;
Verschoyle for IPR, 1954), p. z8.
Praja Socialist Party, PSP, A Brief Introduction
Bombay ;

1956), p. 9.

which had moderated its ideological position, and which was

now ready to accept the peaceful transfer of power from the
British Raj.

'

With Independence, Congress proceeded to recast itself

as a political party rather than an independence movement.

The

change was accompanied by new membership regulations, one of
these being the requirement that Congress party members could
not belong to any "political party which has a special pro gram
The Socialists were thus faced with dissolving their party and
remaining in Congress, or leaving the parent movement.

Most

chose to leave.
This decision was made for several reasons.

The first

was the fear that the party would be swallowed up by Congress;
the second was that there was a need for a democratic opposition.
This latter motivation was expressed by a party resolution.9
The Congress is in danger, because of its authori
tarian bias, of being overwhelmed by anti-secular,
anti-democratic forces of the right. Hence, for the
maintenance of democratic climate, an opposition
becomes necessary. The Socialist party alone can
provide this opposition, which continues the tradi
tion of identification with the struggles of the
. dispossessed.

7

N. V. Rajkumar, Development of the Congress
(New Delhi, %9%7) , p. itiij. . "'

Constitution

®Myron Weiner, Party Politics in India
Princeton University P r e s s , 1937), chap. III.
^Rose, 28.

(Princeton:
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The first phase in the history of the Indian Socialist
party, ending with the creation of a new party outside of and

in opposition to the Congress, was closed in a 1948 report by
10

J» P* Narayan, then one of the leading lights of the party:
. Summing up the total result of our work within
the Congress one might say that we acted, as a check
on the politics of compromise„ ,
^fe/were able to
produce a climate of socialism in the Congress,

The second phase began with a new party constitution,
adopted in March of 1949, under which the party was converted
from a cadre to a mass party.

The new SP also girded its

political loins for the first General Election, to be held
in 1951®52„

The party issued a platform that indicated the

"barren" record of the Congress, and which proposed a sweeping

series of reforms in agricultural, industrial, and social
matters
With its new platform and separate political identity
the Socialist party went into the election with high hopes,
putting forward a larger number of candidates for the national
parliament than any party save Congress,

The party’s great

hope was not the defeat of the Congress at the polls, but rather

the emergence of the SP as the opposition.

Election returns

proved this a vain hope indeed,
It is important to note at this juncture that the
entire discussion of the Socialist party will be in relation

1

0

Rose, 28,
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to its activities on the national levels and its success in
securing the election of its candidates to Parliament. The
Indian Parliament is a bi-cameral body, roughly corresponding
to the English example, with its Houses of Commons and Lords „
In India the Lok Sabha (House of the People) is, like Commons
in England, the popularly elected and dominant body.

There

are 510 H.P.s (1964) in the Lok Sabha. 504 of whom are directly
elected from the sixteen Indian States.

The balance are

appointed by the Union President to represent minorities.
As we will mention at greater length below, Indian elections
are held largely in single member districts, with candidates
selected in a plurality vote count.
In the first general election the Socialists won only
a .fourth as many seats in the Lok Sabha as they had felt
might come to them, ranking third behind the Communists,
who emerged a poor second to Congress. 11

11

'

India, Election Commission, Report of the First
jGoneral JSlejgtion in India„ 1951-52 (Delhi; Government of
India Press, 1955), p. 98.
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Table I
Results ° First General Election (1951=52) » Lok Sabh® •
Votes

Candidates
Congress
CPI
SP

479

362

4796659875

70

27

597239000

255

12

llg2l6g779

As the above table shows the only consolation of the SP
8

was that the party had polled a larger number of votes than
had the Communists,
Following the election disaster* the Socialists
decided that merger with another non=Communist party* (the
KMPP) would be of advantagee This was accomplished in
September of 1952»

The new party

9

christened the Praja

Socialist Party* could claim on the basis of the general
election just held that it had the backing of more than
seventeen million voters

12

0

With the merger and the attendant change of name* the
Socialist movement entered its third «• and most confusing =»
phase.

The new PSP could be expected to experience internal

strains* and it did so soon after its formation,,

Yet the ■

cause of such strain was quite separate from the problems
occasioned by the merger itself.
G, Vo Binani "and T, V, Rama Rao* India At A Glance
Calcuttas Orient Longmans* 1954), "'pu
'
..
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The PSP was approached by Nehru, now Prime Minister,
who expressed a desire for cooperation in the interest of

national economic and social progress.

Some PSP leaders

were willing to accommodate him; others were not.

The division

was further complicated by a 1954 Congress resolution calling
for the "establishment of a socialist society6i5^

This

seemed, to justify the moderation of the socialist opposition
to the dominant party, and to some Socialists in the PSP,
justified an association with Congress.

The collaborationist «•

oppositionist schism was expanded by some members - Rammanohar
Lohia for one => into the question of "militant socialism"

versus "paralyzed socialism."

J. P. Narayan, perhaps the

leading figure in the early SP and later the PSP, further
complicated matters by withdrawing from politics, and in

fact renouncing the party system, at a time when his talents
and reputation might have served to ease the dispute.
The result of the dispute was the exodus from the
PSP of several of its leading socialist members » the most'
influential of whom was Lohia * and the formation of a new

W. Fisher, and J. V. Bondurant,
Socialist Society (Berkeley: University of California

Press7T9MJ7^r*5T^^

S. L« Poplai (ed.). National Politics and the 1957
Elections JLn. .India (Delhi: MetropolilEanBookCo
1

4
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S@elali.st partyo
in 1956o

Lohia s dissidents established the new SP
0

In terms ©f platform and program there was little

t© distinguish the PSP from the SP| both were dedicated to
the peaceful establishment of a socialist society

9

and any

real dichotomy was that the PSP was willing to form alliances
with other parties, including the Communists while the
9

Lohia group -was adamant in its isolation*

Both parties

spent a great deal of time in mutual recriminations

9

to the

great satisfaction of their opponents and the almost total
bewilderment of the electorate.

15

In the 1957 election the SP put up 37 candidates
for Parliament and won eight seats.

'

The PSPs, now bent on a policy

of accommodation and alliance with every- possible political
allys won nineteen.

The Communists reaping the fruits of
9

factionalism in the Socialist eamp won twenty^seven,^
9

From these' figures it is quickly apparent that neither
socialist party was able to secure enough seats In the Lok
Sabha to constitute an effective opposition In Parliament,
Nor could the PSP or the SP see their way clear to parliamentary

l^Rose, 50=5,
R, Roach, "India’s 1957 Elections," Far Eastern
Survey XXI (1957), 74=8,
.
9
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cooperation to jointly oppose the Congresse The result was,
and is, that Congress held the upper hand in the Union
legislative body, unchallenged by non-Congress political
opposition of any signifinance„
In the 1962 general election both parties suffered
even greater humiliation, the PSP winning twelve seats in
Parliament, and SP taking only sin - two less than at the
previous electiona At the same time the Communists picked
up two seats, emerging with a total of twenty-nine. Congress,
as usual, retained control, with 361 candidates elected to
the Lok Sabha» The following table provides a breakdown
of 1962 election returns
Table II
Results <= Third General Election (1962) ” Lok Sabha •
Votes
Congress

488

361

52,636,657

Communists

137

29

11,414,362

PSP

166

12

7,767,866

SP

107

17

.

6

India, Publications Division, India* A Reference
Manual (Delhi: Government of India Press%i9Wy%pT533T
Vote, tally from Times of India: Yearbook 1962-63. 1184.
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In 1964, following a by-election held the previous
year, seats in the Lok Sabha were assigned as follows r*-®
Table III
1964 Party Standings - Lok Sabha
358

Gongress
Communists

29

PSP

12

7

SP

The remarkable size of the Indian electorate should
be of interest to the American political scientiste

In

1962, 216 million Indians were eligible to cast their ballot,
and 115,368,888 voted.

Considering the generally poor level

of communications in India, and the absolute lack of modern
machine voting, it is to the credit of the Indian Government
that it took only seventeen days to complete the tally in that
year.

The 1962 election was surely the largest single exercise

of the secret ballot ever attempted
Confronted with this repeated inability to secure any
sort of parliamentary strength, the two socialist parties merged

(Bombay:

Bennett, C o l e m a n % ^ ^ 3 ^ % p T 3 3

jo
Times of India, Directory and
(BombayS. Bennett, Gol e m a n 7 l 9 6 5 ) V p p 7 i
.

in June of 1964,

The party was again renamed, this time as the

Samyukta Socialist Party (SSP), and its combined strength in

the iok,Sabha was nineteen members » a number still hardly
sufficient to challenge the Congress majority,^^
The 1964 effort at party consolidation lasted a brief
seven months.

The two parties shared the new name, yet

maintained their separate organizations, and continued their
intra-3party quarrel,

While it was hoped that some lasting

compromise might be reached, none proved possible;

'

The crux of the difficulty seemed to:,lie in the refusal
of the former SB members under Lohia to accept participation
in anti®communist "democratic fronts" or "secular fronts
21
against communism,"
There were further differences as to
how the combined party should function in opposition consonant
with the spirit of democratic socialism,^ As a result of
I
these differences the PSP wing of the SSP announced the annul®
ment of its merger with the Socialist party, and its withdrawal
from the SSP in January of

''2PjSggftJ?!. . ,

1

9

6

5

.^

Iiagbogk^l|64, 1256.

^^Diwanchand Institute of National Affairs, Indian

jLecorder and. Digest

(New Delhi), December, 1964, p. 9.

Diwanchand Institute, January, 1965, 12,

^Diwanchand Institute, February, 1965, 7»
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The SSPj shorn of its PSP assoelationa retained the
party name adopted seven months previously, and called for a
program to ’’work out arrangements with other opposition
parties to minimize the splitting of the opposition vote and
ensure the defeat of Congress at the polls<,

This policy

statement seems incongruous in view of the fact that the most
recent failure at socialist unity came about in the refusal
of the Lohia wing, to make just such alliances.

The PSP

re-established itself as a separate party after the abortive

merger, and was joined by virtually all of its members from
25
the SSP coalition.
Another attempt at unity had failed, and the..two
parties with similar ideological commitments were unable
to coalesce into a more effective socialist opposition.

In

large measure this was due to the inability of the two parties
to agree on electoral arrangements with other parties.

Given

Lohia8s comments after the break it would seem that perhaps

both were willing to form such alliances, but that questions
regarding the nature and leadership of tentative coalitions
destroyed an already uneasy relationship,

With this most

recent bifurcation of the socialist opposition the strength

24

Diwanchand Institute, March, 1965, 8,

25
Diwanchand Institute, March, 1965, 9,
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of the PSP in the Lok Sabha returned to twelve MoPoSg that of
the SSP to seven.

In the face of a Congress party seating 3589

socialist opposition is inconsequential.

Part XV
M

Analysis of Political Opposition
The preceding chapter has been a brief review ©f the

fortunes of the Indian Socialist movement„

It is readily

apparent that the movement has had little success in terms
of Parliamentary representation„ This has given rise to the
oft-repeated statement that India is a one-party state, the

dominant political force being the Indian National Congress,
and that opposition parties are ineffective and ineffectual»
Why is this sot ; What factors account for the inability

of opposition parties collectively, and the Indian Socialist
parties in particular, to muster effective Parliamentary
strength?

The following pages will seek to provide answers

to these questions, as well as to inquire into the nature
and presence of a non-institutionalized opposition to the
dominant Congress party.

Chapter One
Factors Favoring
This chapter is

g One-far#; S%st^ in I M M
a discussion of those factors which

surround the operation of political parties in India t of
the matrix within which
review

political parties operate =

It is a

of factors which inhibit the growth and success of

Indian opposition parties„
1)

Congress <= The Banyan Tree

An aphorism long .current in Indian political circles
prior to the "death of the late Prime Minister Nehru stated
that."Nehru is. like, a banyan Tree;" an allusion to the hardye .
many-branched'Ficus benghalensisa under which nothing grows

0

The Indian National Congress lends itself to the.' same aphorism0
The less than jocular reference is to the aI1«embracing character
of Congress a party which seems capable of providing a political
9

base for an astonishing variety of factions and personalities in
Indian political life*

Congress political ascendency has been
0

achieved and maintained in a free society, and is not the result

of coerciono It jj, the direct result of several factors which
will be segregated and discussed belows

factors which in

combination have made and will in all probability continue to
make the INC the paramount political force in Indiae
51
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The Legacy of Leadership
The pre-eminent position of the Congress party is
first a result of its revolutionary heritage.

It is the

party that provided leadership in the realization of indepen
dence $ the party that mobilized (and to a large extent
created) Indian nationalism.

It carries the aura of self

less sacrifice in the cause of freedom from the British
Raj » and of victory in that cause„

To this must be added the

intense personal affection and respect that the Indian masses
hold for the high Congress leadership - a regard that a
brief nineteen years of independence has not eclipsed

6

Opposition parties must contend with this great store
of goodwill accrued to Congress by virtue of its role in
9

the struggle for Independence, The fact that many preIndependence Congress leaders are now associated with opposit
ion parties has not appreciably dimmed this legacy.

Opposition

parties have on past occasions overcome the tremendous inherent
advantage held by every Congress candidate in his claim to
represent the great tradition of the Congress party „ including
the candidate®s at least titular association with the
"founding fathers" of the free Indias but it is indeed a
difficult task.
One reflection of the carry-over of Congress leader
ship from the freedom movement to democratic India, and of
the continuity of Congress leadership appeal, comes in the

relative age of Congress party membership in the Lok SabhaB
In 1957 the Congress had the largest number of M.P,°s in
the 50=59 year age group$ with only tw©nty»sev©n percent of
Congress membership below forty years of age.

In the same

year thirty-eight percent of Socialist and fifty°eight
percent of Communist party members in the Parliament were
in the younger age category.^
A less idealized but still important legacy benefit©
Congress in its efforts to maintain political ascendancy.
This is the tendency among some politically immature Indians
to vote for the "Raj" (government) as the government”ih=being.
Paul Brass notes "the persistence of the tradition among the
locally influential of voting for "the government whatever
9

government is in power simply out of fear of a worse
9
governmento"
Similarly Frederick Bailey found that some
9

9

voters referred to an election as casting a ballot for the
"Raj9" rather than for the Congress party.

He also detected

some feeling among the electorate that voting against the
“Raj" carried the suggestion that such behavior “is risky

9

it
Norman D. Palmer and Irene Tinker “Decision Making In
The Indian Parliament 9“ Leadership and Political Institutions
in India, ed. Richard L . Park and Ir^e Tihker (Princeton:
Princeton University Press 1959) 119.
9

9

2

9

'

'

Paul R. Brasf,, Factional Politics in an Indian State
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press
1965)9 p. 133. This recent work is an important contribution
to the study of Indian political affairs.
9

and has an element @f subversion in it„

This of course

is a direct reflection of long periods of autocratic rule,
and the traditional desire of village India to avoid drawing
the attention of government„
Thus two ,legacies operate in favor of Congress« The
8
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first Is. the heritage of leadership against British rule In the
Indian quest for freedomi the second (and less significant)
is the traditional fear of alienating government$ with the
concomitant conception in politically unsophisticated minds of
the elected Congress government as a power little different
from the absolutist British Raj.

While the broad spectrum of the Indian electoratet
like its American counterpart

9

is not ideologically oriented 9

there is no question but that ideology does play some role
in the determination of party loyalties.

This is particularly

true among educated voters $ who are a small but vocal and
influential elite.

In an economic environment as precarious

as that of India socialist tenets have wide supports and it
9

is not surprising that those voters who are ideologically
motivated see much validity in socialist programs.

Frederick G. Bailey. Polities and Social Changes
Orissa in 1959 (Berkeley; University of California Press.
1963)1 Po 24.

we have'noted aboves Congress early in its history
had a distinct socialist east

9

indeed a substantial'socialist
9

sub<=>party within the ranks of the nationalist movemente With
Independence and the party edict that no sub=party would be
9

tolerated

9

the socialist movement within Congress broke away

and .the Indian Socialist party => or parties ® formed

0

Given

the ideological dispositions of at least a portion of the
electorate to socialist policy and goals

9

strong support for

the socialist movement might well have developed»
That such an ideologically motivated opposition
did not come to effective fruition was largely the result
of the Congress party0s 1955 adoption of "a socialist pattern
of societyo” While Nehru did "not propose to define precisely
A
what socialism means in this context9" there is no question
but that Congress had stolen much Socialist political "thunder
and had pre-empted to its own cause and organization the
loyalties of many who saw in socialism the most trenchant
political philosophy for the Indian democratic experiment»
The Congress adoption of this "socialist pattern" was formal
0

ized in the party constitution amended in January of 19579
whichsaw as its objective "the establishment in India, by

^Ke To Navasiraha Char, The Quintessence of Nehru
(Londoni George Allen and Unwin, 1961), ppe 144-450

5&

peaceful and legitimate means p ©f a socialist cooperative
eommonwealtho OT“* It m s expressed in the economic sphere in
the Second Five Year Plan ©f 1956p which with Congress
9

0

approval spoke of economic decisions being made under the
9

guiding hand of ““social purpose" and of a ‘’“progressive
reduction ,£in the disparity? of wealth

9

income and power„

There is considerable criticism of- the nature of the
IHCs “"socialist society,,

It is quite obvious that the

party does not conceive of socialism in quite the same
manner as do the socialist parties
largely of degreeo

the difference being

9

Socialism apparently implies t© Congress

extensive government participation in the creation of an
industrial infrastructure* a like emphasis on social reform
and improvement * and only mild participation in traditional
““private sector”’ activities

0

This advocacy of socialism did not occur solely in
an ideological context„

It was in fact an attempt to incorporate

into Congress as many elements of the Indian electorate as
possible* and* as such* it was both politically and ideologically

^Rose* Socialism in Southern Asia. 570
%ndia* Planning Commission* Second Five Year Plan «
A Draft Outline. Delhi* 1956* p c 22
0

^For ©scamp1® see Margaret W„ Fisher and Joan
B@ndurant Indian Approaches to a Socialist Society (Berkeleys
Institute ©flnte^ational 'sttSles*
* ppil^lOo
?

0

0
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motivated„

Its apparent emphasis was not so much ideological

as it was a reflection of the social weifar© goals of Congress
and its desire to maximize its political appeal.

Precedents

for the adoption of the general theories of socialism were
found in indigenous political thought and in Gand-hian concepts.
This gave Congress a position relatively free from doctrinaire
ideological commitment and controversy, and tended to legit”
imize socialism as an Indian philosophy rather than a "foreign
creed,
The effort to cast socialist ideology in terms of
Indian tradition was an important move to establish roofs
in traditional society,

Paul Brass suggests this association

between modern party and the traditional society is important
to the success of the party in both its efforts to modernize
the society and to maintain political effectivenessThe
Lohia Socialist party on the other hand, has failed to arrive
at a similar accommodation between traditional order and
political theory, and has achieved only limited association
between socialism and society.
The adoption of socialism has had a strong tendency
to neutralize the claims of opposition parties, and to make
it more difficult for those parties to challenge Congress on
8

Fisher and Bondurant, Indian Approaches to a Socialist
Society. 3,
^Brass, Factional Politics . . . , 2,
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an ideological basis

0

"The Congress Party /sic?occupies

the broad middle spectrum of its political system, thereby
tending to neutralize or outflank its opponents and reducing
their effectiveness."10

Some parties, notably the PSP wing

of the socialist movement, have softened their opposition

to Congress as a result of their affinity for the party8s
announced socialist leanings

0

This has caused considerable

difficulty, manifest not only in such internal schism® as
the Lohia "hard line" break-away, but also in effective appeals
to the electorateo

On© study-in a Calcutta constituency showed

that middle” class voters (generally those most outspoken in
favor of socialist ideology) disapproved of the PSP for
strongly condemning the Communist party while at the same

time only mildly criticizing Congress0

Some voters went

so far as to dub the PSP as the "B" team of the Congress
party organization.^

0. P. Goyal and Paul Wallace, "The Congress Party =

A Conceptual Study," India Quarterly« XX (April”June, 1964),
200. The reader should note that in this thesis the word
QPnosition. when used genetically, is left in lower ease. When
IS is used with reference to a specific counterpoise to Congress,
as opposed to the general body of anti«Congress activity^ it
is capitalized.
11

S. No Roy, "The Decline of the Left in a Calcutta.
Behala Constitutency," Indian Voting Behavior, ed.
Myron Weiner and Rajni Kothari (CalcuttaFirina K. L.
Mukhopad hyay * 1965), 101.
Suburb

8
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Congress has established a wide ideological base
that encompasses a multitude of viewpoints.

It has adopted

a mildly socialist program which in large measure satisfies
the demands of the ideologically”oriented electorate* the
majority of whom lean toward some sort of socialism,- This
has eroded the basis for ideological challenge by any but
the most radical opposition parties (of both Left and Right)*
and has made it possible for Congress to attract and retain
the association of individuals with a diversity of viewpoints.
The Fruits of Faction
A third and highly important factor comes into play
when explanations are sought to account for the dominant

position of the Congress parity.
faction.

12

This is the element of

While there are divisive results stemming from

the presence of factions in Congress (and these will be treated
at some length in Chapter Two below)* there are also advanta
geous consequences.

In point of fact* the factional system in

Congress contributes heavily to the stability of the party*
and to its electoral successes.

- For our purposes faction is defined as "any combin
ation* clique or grouping of voters and political leaders
bearing a particular label who unite at a particular time in
support of a candidate against other groups and candidates
under the same party label." Austin Ranney and Willmore
Kendall* Democracy and the American Party System (New Yorks
1

2

Hareourt * Brace' ^'d Co''.''* 1956) * p. 1847"
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Congress is constantly beset with internal struggles
between leaders and groups within the party.

These factions

are largely the result of personal animosity, although ideology
does play a secondary role in factional dissent.

How then is _

the party aided by the presence of faction?
First, factional loyalties often compensate for the
absence of party loyalty.

As Paul Brass states;

Factional loyalty provides the link between
parochial units of Indian society «* family,
village, caste » and the political parties.
Factional lovaltv . . . replaces party loyalty.
(Italics mTneTTR
Brass makes the point that factional loyalties are more modern
than parochial loyalties, yet not as advanced as the political
party loyalty seen in American and European parties.

In the

latter case loyalty reflects impersonal allegiance to the
party as an organization.

As such factions are a useful
v

-a A

link between the traditional and modernizing society.
Secondly, the faction serves as a method of political
recruitment. Factional leaders require support in their
internal conflicts, and actively seek adherents to enroll in
the party to provide this support.

An adjunct to this is the

13
Brass, Factional Politics . . . , 114.
•^Brass,
, 114. Also see
Myron Weiner, Party Politics in India (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1957), pp. 241=46.
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fact that factionalism widens the basis of participation in
Congress,

As new individuals and groups are drawn to the

support of factional interests they become political activists.
Factionalism provides a greater variety of leadership, and,
most important, allows for the exercise of divergent political
interests while maintaining political solidarity.
allow differences to be aired within the party;

Factions
participants

can "let off steam" without having to depart the party
organization.

Congress leaders have avenues open to them

for the expression of their views and ambitions, and "faction
leaders will leave Congress only when absolutely necessary
for reasons of prestige and will return to Congress as soon
15

as it is possible to do so without loss of face,"

This factional "safety valve" allows the party to
shelter a wonderful diversity of individuals and policies,
yet maintain organizational unity at elections.

It is able

to accommodate factions only because internal discipline is
loose, and because party leaders have established machinery
to deal with such disputes.

Leaders are often called upon

to mediate factional strife, and are regarded as neutral by
the contenders, who generally accept the decisions of the
peacemakers

,

1
0

l^Brass, Factional Politics , , , , 240=242.
l^Weiner, Party Politics in India, 243,
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If one will contrast this picture of Congress, willing
to tolerate factional disputes and able to sublimate them
at elections, with the example set by the socialist movement
in its persistent inability to arrive at working arrangements
to accommodate internal dissent,^ it. becomes clear that
factions in Congress are a source of strength.

Ashoka Mehta,

one of India6s most respected political figures and long a
force in the Socialist movement, termed Congress a Dharamshala.
the traditional Indian hostel opOn to any traveler, sheltering

"fools and knaves, friends and foes, = . » capitalists and anti®
c a p i t a l i s t s . M r . Mehta knows what Of he speaks, as by 1966
he had a prominent position in the Congress Cabinet.
In summary the faction system in Congress enables it to:

. . o shelter many interests, opinions and tempera®
ments . . . it M s learned to be many things to many
people it has Xplayejd/ a great role as a party of
social incorporation and political mobilization; it
has handled inconsistencies and denied incompati
bilities.^
5

3-^This will be discussed at some length under "Political
Fragmentation; The Opposition Parties," Section Five of this
Chapter.
IBgaljit Singh, "The Political Process and National
Politics in India" (unpublished Ph.D dissertation), Dept, of
Government, University of Maryland, p. 122.

W. H. Morris-Jones, "Congress Party: Dilemmas of
Dominance," Paper read before the South Asia Colloquium, Berkeley,
California, May 14, 1965.
1

9

■
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These signal achievements allow the party to take advantage
of a diversity of leadership, and broaden its electoral
support, something no other Indian party has been able to do. 20
2)

The Great Leader Orientation

There is a marked proclivity in Indian political
affairs toward the establishment of strong personal alliances
between followers and leaders.

This trend is an extension

of the highly personal face=to»face contacts that have long
been a salient feature of Indian social and political behavior.
What has been termed in this study the "Great Leader 0rienta«=
tion" is an expression in Indian political life of this
personal identification and association between groups and
individuals.

It is strongly manifested in a number of facets

of Indian life, and has perhaps its greatest repercussions
in the political arena of social relationships.

In order

to more fully discuss this phenomena, three rather arbitrary
sub=»headings have been drawn below.

While closely related,

such divisions will serve to facilitate discussion of the
nature and importance of social relationships which tend to
inhibit the efficient operation of opposition parties.

^Brass, Factional Politics . . .. . 165-66.

Authoritarian Bias
A distinct authoritarian bias is conspicuous in
interpersonal ruler»citizen relationships in Indian society

0

This is a reflection of traditional patterns and concepts of
authority:

the Hindu and Muslim kingdoms and the petty

states of various eras were all authoritarian in nature.

So

of course was the British Raj, only absent from the Indian
scene for a brief two decades.

One student of Indian political

affairs notes that "the Indian tradition of leadership lends
itself to authoritarian concepts, but not readily to the
modern Western tradition of party struggle

.

2

1

11

This bias has two immediate effects:

it tends to

cast leaders in a strongly authoritarian mold, and it
encourages followers to accept that mold ° even to seek it
out.

There is an emotional need among large segments of the

population for such strong leadership, and party politics
are today the backdrop for the emergence and exercise of
such leaders

. 2

2

x

The leading personalities in Indian politics tend
to personalize and give legitimacy to the system <=> frequently
2Id . MacKenzie Brown, "Traditional Concepts of Indian
Leadership," Leadership and Political Institutions in India,
ed. Richard LTPark and Irene Tinker (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1959), 17.
22George McT. Kahin, Guy J. Pauker and Lucian W. Pye,
"Comparative Politics of Non®Western Countries," American
Political Science Review. XLIV (December, 1955j , 1025.
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in an authoritarian manner.

Leaders often wield enormous

normative influence, and adopt a tutelary role in their
relationships with their followers.

One only need point to

the custom common among all Indian leaders (including the
Prime Minister) of receiving petitioners from the general
public at frequent, often daily, intervals.

Here the common

man comes to address his grievances, to seek redress or boon
from authority, and to partake of the leader's spiritual
93

strength (darshan).

Another expression of this authoritarian bias was
reported by two researchers engaged in a public opinion
survey in India.
By Western standards there is very little individuated
opinion formation in India. . . . People . . . are
not aware that all individuals have opinions, and . . e
believe that only a relatively few people know the
right answer. . . .24
Charisma
Charismatic leadership is a vital force in Indian
politics.

The most obvious example of such leadership (and

of the authoritarian tinge to Indian democracy) was the late

Z^Life. March 25, 1966, p. 78C
^Elmo C. Wilson and Lincoln Armstrong, "Interviews
and Interviewing in India," International Social Science
Journal. XV, No. 1 (1963), 49.
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Jawaharlal Nehru.

Here charisma does not refer to the

qualities possessed by the leader* but to a relationship
between the leader and his followers that calls for, in Max
Weber0s words;
. . . devotion to the specific and exceptional
sancity, heroism or exemplary character of an
individual person, and of the normative patterns
or order revealed or ordained by him.25
There is no question but that Nehru s personal appeal
0

to the electorate had great significance in his party8s
record at the pools.

In speaking of the 1952 election one

Indian newspaper editor commented that "the total votes . . .
in favor of Congress . . . /were/ more in favor of Nehru
than . . . of the candidates and official Congress policies.
^fhile few studies have been made of Indian voting
behavior, those available invariably stress the importance
of charisma <= especially with reference to Nehru.

One

oS
Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic
Organization (New York I O^ord University Press, 1947)
•^Margaret W. Fisher and Joan V. Bondurant, The Indian
Experience with Democratic Elections (Berkeley: Institute
of International Studies, 1956), p. 54.
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early study reported that;

o
o tendencies suggested that people did not
choose a political party on the merits of its
programme or policyD but because they were
attracted by the magnetic personalities of leaders
like Pandit Nehru and Shri Jayaprakash Itorayan027
0

This charismatic appeal often cuts across class, language
and communal barriers: Nehru was the "pet of the

p e o p l e .

"^8

Nor is such appeal limited to political leaders of national
stature.

Congress had made wide use of candidates in regional

elections <= in one case a Maharaja who had "almost charis~
matic appeal among some of the depressed classes" «= to tap the

fount of voter affinity for the charismatic leader.
The appeal of the charismatic leader can be under=>
stood in terms of the authoritarian bias evident in the
electorate, the candidate's personal magnetism and "glandular"
appeal, difficult economic conditions, and in terms of the low
level of political sophistication of the electorate.

97
G. N. Vakil, Government and the Governed
Vora and Co., 1956), p. 45.

This

(Bombay:

28Vakil, 43.
Z^Rajni Kothari and Tarum Sheth, "Extent and Limits
of Community Voting: The Case of Baroda East," Indian Voting
Behavior, ed. Myron Weiner and Rajni Kothari (Calcutta: Fima
K. L. Mukhopadhyay, 1965), 27.
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latter explanation was well put by a Filipino commentators.
An electorate unaccustomed to choosing between
parties and programs of government can too easily
be persuaded to expect anything from one man,
who would solve all problems with his sincerity,
energy and personal m a g n e t i s m , ™
Not only does charismatic appeal help win elections generally for Congress ~ but it assists in the maintenance
of peace within the party => again, generally the Congress
party.

Many times dissent within that party has been dampened

by the intrusion, either on a "good offices" basis or as
simple fiat, of top leadership in the person of Mr, Nehru,
Parties that lack such leaders are deficient in one means of
conflict resolution.
Perhaps with the inevitable passing of the giants of
recent Indian political history the most clearly obvious
ramifications of charismatic leadership will decrease.

There

is however, reason to believe that the tradition will continue.
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi came to office bathed in a
paternal glow, and with time will perhaps expand her already
significant appeal to a plane that will rival that of her father.
It is very important to note that there is a less

30
Leon Ma, Gurrerro, "An Asian View of Asia," The
Listener, LIX (February 20, 1958), 306, Cited by Fred R, von
der Mehden, Politics of the Developing Nations (Englewood
Cliffs, N, JTT^^^tice^STlTlfElyTpr^SiT^Philippine
polities has been marked by charismatic polities; the late
President Ramon Magsaysay was such a leader.
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dramatic but equally important reflection of this orientation
towards strong personal identification with political leaders„
This may be regarded as a "low-Key" charismatic relationship %
it is more strictly considered as a strong element of highly
personal relationship between political leaders and followers.

31

This "low-key" charisma is manifest in political
affairs in two important ways.

The first is the strong tie

between political leaders and political activists.

Political

loyalties in Indian party politics are essentially personal
in character.

32

Thus factional strife resulting in the

departure of a political leader from a party will often
result in the concurrent exodus of a segment of party
activists in the leader°s wake.

This is nowhere more evident

than in the Lohia departure from the Praja Socialist party
in 1956 and 1965,

Conversely, activists may remain within

a party in the face of strong differences with party policy

out of respect and admiration for a leader or leaders in the
„ 33
party,

similar feature of Japanese politics is discussed
in Robert A, Scalapino and Junnosuke Masumi, Parties and Politics
in Contemporary Japan (Berkeley; University of California Press,
1962). For a discussion of charisma, and its effects on the
1952 American Presidential election, see James C. Davies, "Char
isma in the 1952 Campaign," American Political Science Review,
XLVIII (December, 1954), 1083-1102.
32grass, Factional Politics . . . , 34.
33Brass, Factional Politics . . . , 34.
Weiner, Party Polities in India. 241-42.

Also see
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A„ Ho Somjee sees this tendency as a sign of an
"immature” political party and, in speaking of the Indian
9

socialist movement, sees factors of personality as being of
greater importance than doctrine or goals.

He feels that

personalities not only dominate the daily working of the
party, but are also responsible for confusion and discord
within the party.

He notes that individuals in the socialist

movement continue to approach party problems and programs
with a distinct personal orientation, and that many intra
party disputes are "purely personal and temperamental.
Many leaders of the socialist movement have departed the
parent organization (the PSP) "in quest of self-realization
or are engaged in Quixotic adventures,

taking activists

with them and undermining the strength and cohesion of the
party and movement.

This emphasis on strong personal ties

between the political leader and political activist, when
compounded by leadership behavior inimical to party solidarity,
tends to weaken a party, and in part accounts for the inability
of opposition parties to maintain unity in the face of Congress«
The second result of this personal orientation comes

^Ao H. Somjee, "Problems of an Indian Socialist
Party," Quest. No. 27 (Autumn, i960), 17.
3^Aloo Dastur, "Twenty-five Years of Ind ian Socialise,
Indian Quarterly. XVI (April-June, 1960), 119.
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in the relationship between the party leader and the elector®
ate.

In many instances the voter accepts or rejects the bandi»

date on a personal rather than a party basis.

F. G. Bailey

noted in his study of election patterns in an Orissa village
that voters made an "assessment of the candidate as a person
rather than as a representative of a p a r t y . A n appealing
candidate will affect a party's fortunes at the polls, while
the absence of such a candidate will hurt even a strongly
entrenched party.
Parties are often not distinct entities in the eyes
of the electorate, but rather are regarded in terms of leading
party figures.

Socialist leader J. P. Narayan is widely

recognized as a "good man," while his party label (PSP, when
he had one) was of less importance. ^
All this complicates the problems of gaining voter
allegiance.

If elections can be won by providing candidates

for whom the electorate has a high regard and with whom they
can identify, this detracts from the appeal of a political
party as an impersonal institution.

There is also a limited

supply of such attractive candidates, and if no candidate with

^ B a i l e y ,

Politics and Social Change. 24.

'"Brass, Factional Politics . . . , 28.
3

8

Vakil, 44.
\

personal appeal stands for the Opposition, then Congress can
often count on the appeals of its national leaders or on its
39
■
"legacy” to carry the day.
In short, voter affinity for
leaders of stature rather- than party affiliation makes the
task of political opposition parties more difficult.
The Unconventlona1 Leader
A final important feature of the Indian orientation
towards a strong personal leader®follower relationship is the
i
presence in India of the "Unconventional Leader.” The term
is used here to refer to those persons who exercise leadership
and influence without responsibility or office, or desire for
either.

This may be described as ”a leadership element,

political in intent and effect, which neither holds office . . .
contests elections, or organises a following.

This is leadership

outside party circles, outside government.”^®
The existence of such leadership may be ascribed to

^ P r e s u m i n g of course that local issues have not clouded
the Congress image. For example, local food shortages may be
regarded as a Congress failure, and hungry voters may cast
their ballots against.the party as an expression of their need
for assistance and dissatisfaction over Congress® efforts on
their behalf.

4®Joan V. Bondurant, "The Nonconventional Political
Leader in India,” Leadership and Political Institutions in India,
ed. Richard L. Park and Irene~Tinker (Princeton: Princeton^
University Press, 1959), 279. This discussion owes much to
Professor Bondurant®s research, cited in this note.

several causal factors.

The first is that in traditional

India the exercise of political authority was tempered by
considerations other than control of power.

Status was a

caste function - the Brahman priest or Kshatriya ruler for
example.

Especially high status was accorded by the tradi~

tional society to those who renounced all power and wealth
and made sacrifices of personal comfort.

This ascetic

tradition carries over into the modern era.

A corollary

to it is the wide*>spread conception of politics as a "dirty

18

or "undignified" or "unethical" profession.^

There is a

tendency among the electorate to distrust politicians* and
a similar tendency among some leaders to forsake politics.
Even Nehru paid homage to the ideal Indian leader as "a
man full of learning and charity . . . goods self-disciplined
and capable of sacrificing himself for the sake of others,
The most significant example of the adoption of such
concepts was Mohandas K. Gandhi* who was enormously effective
as a political leader while not formally associated with the
Congress party.

In contemporary political affairs Jayaprakash

Narayan, one of the most respected of all Indian political
leaders and former head of the Praja Socialist party, has

41Myron Weiner, j ^ i t l cal.Change in South Asia (1st ed.
Calcuttas Firma K. L. Mukhopadhyay, 1963)* pp. 154=56.
Nehru, The Discovery of India. 121.

nithdmwi fr@m his ©vertly p©litiesil rele t© eater the
Bh©Qdaa movement (a land reform and village development

The political ramifimtions ©f sueh a philosophy
a m ©n©m@u@0

In the Harayan example the seeialist movement

m s deprived ©f its strongest and m@st neepeeted leaders
While Narayan seems t© fee following the Gsmdhian dictate
0llfeanish the idea of the captnre of power 3 and you will fee
able t© guide power and keep it on the right path9

he

certainly wrought havoc on his party0s efforts at the polls„
Like Narayan9 the most successful unconventional leaders
usually emerge from the ranks ©f the most talented and
respected members ©f the leadership "pool 9

and are e®ns©°

quently the men who might otherwise give direction and strength
to party activityc

However admirable the ascetic tradition

may fee it has little place in party polities0

Hot only

does it deny parties <= particularly opposition parties =
effective leaders9 but the whole philosophy derogates from the
conception of the political party as a useful and important
part of the democratic process»

4

3

Louis Fischer9 The Life of Mahatma Gandhi. p 0 5259
cited fey Joan V 0 B@ndurant9 aTh© Hon^Convention®1 Political
Leader in India/* Leadership and Political Institutions in
India„ 2960

3)

The Electoral Process

The third area in this review of factors which inhibit
the development of opposition parties in India is the electoral
process. As in all democratic systems, this process is
germane to the nature of the political situation obtaining
in India.
The Electoral Sys tern
India has a plurality vote, single-ballot, single
member district electoral system that does not feature a
second ballot or proportional representation.

This is to

say that only one candidate is elected to the Lok Sabha
from a given constituency; each voter casts only one vote
for a given office; and that the candidate with the plurality
vote advantage (i.e.:
takes the election.

one more vote than any other candidate)
Candidates tender a deposit on their

entry into a political race, and forfeit this deposit if
they do not garner a given percentage of the vote.

ft f a

Maurice Duverger states that this system almost
always results in the establishment of a two-party system,
whereas a system providing a second ballot and proportional
representation is usually a multi-party state.^

Yet India,

^ T n the 1962 General Election 1,985 candidates vied
for seats in the Lok Sabha. and 860 of these candidates forfeit
their deposit. Times of India. Yearbook 1963-64. 1266.
^Maurice Duverger, Political Parties
Methune and Co., Ltd., 1954), p. 239.

(London:

even with this system, is not such a two-party state.
What the Indian electoral system has done, as is
usual in the modern state under such a system, is give the
plurality party (Congress) a disproportionate number of
seats in the legislative body.

For example, in the 1952

elections Congress received forty-five percent of the vote,
and 74.4 percent of the seats in the Lok Sabha. On the other
hand the Socialist party received 10.6 percent of the vote
but only 2.5 percent of Parliamentary seats - this while
polling only slightly less than one-fourth of the total vote
realized by Congress.^
The average population per constituency for seats in
the Lok Sabha is now over three-quarters of a million, and
suffrage extends to all adults over the age of twenty-one.
Gerrymandering has not developed into the art form until
recently so prevalent in the United States, and is not a
factor in Indian politics.^7

Voting is conducted in an

orderly manner, and voters cast their ballots in secret.
It should be noted that only those parties which
have obtained three percent of the total number of votes
^Election Commission, Report of the First General
Election. 98. One might note that the Communist party con
centrated its strength in running fewer candidates than did
Socialists. It was able to secure the election of more of
its candidates than could the Socialists, even though its
popular vote was well below the number cast for the Socialists.
Palmer, The Indian Political System. 220=23.
47%. H. Morris-Jones, "Parliament and the Dominant Party
The Indian Experience," Parliamentary Affairs. XVII, No. 3
(Summer, 1964), 229.

cast in the previous national election are eligible to be
declared "All-Indian (national) parties.

In the 1962 General

Election only four parties were so considered on the basis of
1957 election returns:

the Indian NationalCongress$ the

Communist Party of India, the Jan Sangh, and the Praja
Socialist party.

The socialist wing under Rammanohar Lohia

is not an All-India party, and was listed on the ballot in
only two states, where they had received the requisite
percentage of votes In the previous election.

AO

Congress has quite obviously utilized the electoral
system to its best advantage,

A basic explanation for this

lies in the fact that Congress has subordinated its internal
differences in the interest of solidarity at the polls.
Potential dissidents remain within the party to maximize
political advantage under the electoral system and to partake
in the rewards of patronage.
Voters and the Electoral Svstern
While, as has been mentioned above, Indian elections
are conducted with remarkable speed and honesty, there are
some distinctive features in the Indian Voter’s response
to the electoral process.

One such feature is that many voters

particularly in rural areas <= have not yet recognized that it
is possible to effect a change in government.

This is the

^Times of India, Yearbook 1964-65, 1224=25,
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result of a psychological unwillingness or inability to accept
the significance of the power of the vote.

Nor has the

electorate fully come to realize that the secret ballot gives
them security of political expression.

In many instances a

fear of retribution colors voting behavior.

Both factors

restrict the ability of opposition parties to mobilize

v o t e r s . 49

Actual balloting reflects many peculiarities of the
Indian political environment.

One village decided as a unit

to back a certain candidate and trooped to their polling
station jgn masse to effect their group decision.

Another

village divided on the issue of which of two local candidates
9

to support and unwilling to split the vote, settled the
9

argument by a wrestling match (utilizing stand-ins)„ the
winner receiving the bloc vote.50

Frederick Bailey writes that at
Majority of voters do not believe that a free
election is the important thing that their
educators and politicians make it out to be. To
them it seems a remote and academic exercise . . .
which has no real effect in the centers of
power, . . . The majority as yet Jdo notfj
have any conception of the meaning of 'responsi
ble government6. . . .51

49|so
patel, "Vigilant Public Opinion " Seminar.
No. 74 (October, 1965)9 23.
9

50Bondurant and Fisher, The Indian Experience with
, See a so
Indian Political

Democratic Elections.

6

1

^Bail©ye Politics and Social Change. 32,

-
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One final factor affects the voter's implementation
of the electoral process;

illiteracy.

For example, illiterate

voters associate political parties with various symbols and
drop their ballot into the appropriately marked box.

Congress

uses a span of bullocks as its symbol, a marvelous Madison
Avenue strategem, as many voters drop their ballot into the
"holy box" of the Hindu sacred cow. 5?
The Opposition and the Electoral Process
Political opposition parties in India find consider
able fault with the single-ballot

9

simple majority system.

Most complaints stem from the Socialist parties„ which demand
some system of proportional representation.

The Socialists

invariably run candidates in a large number of constituencies,
when in fact they might concentrate their efforts in a
smaller number of races.

In 1952 the substantial Socialist

vote was distributed among a large number of candidates (255),
C O

more than half of whom lost their deposits. v

In that election

(held prior to the formation of the PSP) the Socialist party
contested 255 seats in the Lok Sabha, won twelve, and forfeited
deposits in 103 constituencies.^
Singh, 114.
CO

Bondurant and Fisher, The Indian Experience with
Democratic Elections. 37.
Bondurant and Fisher, The Indian Experience with
Democratic Elections. 47,

Dr

0

Lohia, who waxes eloquent and at length on this

subjectB has. stated the Opposition position rather welle

In the first place* Parliament does not reflect
the people0s opinions correctly and gives arbitrary
weightage to Congress ©pinion, , , , The con
stituency systegi gives over seventy per cent of
parliamentary ^districts/ to Congress which is
backed alone by forty-five per cent of the
electorateo Some system of proportional representa
tion is indicated. It would reduce Congress to
its proper strength which would make it work
with intelligence and industry when it makes
do today with flatulence,^
8

9

9

While opposition parties call for proportional
representation, W, H, Morris-Jones feels that the introduction
of such a system would not favor opposition parties as much
as they c l a i m , In all probability the electoral process
would lend itself to the creation of a strong two-party

system such asvDuverger suggests above

but for the

unwillingness or inability of the Opposition to congeal

info a united effort against Congress and because of the
9

other factors under discussion in this chapter ® all of
which inhibit such development.

In the absence of such

unity Congress stands to continue its domination of parlia
ment inspite of the fact that it consistently wins less

“^Rammanohar Lohia, Rs, 25»000 Per Dav (Hyderabad 5
Navahind, 1965)s p. 62, For a brief political biography of
Dr, Lohia and J, P, Narayan, both of whom figure prominately
in these pages„ please see the Appendix,

^W» H, Morris-Jones, Parliamentary Affairs, XVII '
Ho, 3, 300,
,
— .......... .
57gee page ''75, •
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than fifty percent'of all votes east in the General Elections0
Finance and the Electoral frp.casg .
• While discussing the electoral process it is useful
to inquire into the source and extent of funds available to
Indian parties0

Unfortunately little data is available on

party revenues or expenditures and only two parties publish
financial statements*

The law covering election expenditures

does not require parties to publish or limit their expenses,
but it does hold the individual candidate to the Lok Sabha
to a maximum expenditure of Rs* 25,000 (US$ 5,000)
It is apparent that Congress is far better financed
than are the Opposition parties, and, significantly, draws
substantial support from the business community*- The three
primary sources of party funds are levies on legislative
members, donations from individuals and corporations, and
dues from the rank and file membership *

In 1961 the Congress

central organization reported receiving US$ 29,000 in dues =
-one»@ighth of the total amount collected from this source
at all levels of the party*

In 1959 the PSP reported the

receipt of US$ 6,950 from the same source, an. amount stated
to be one®fourth.of all receipts in dues*

Levies on legis®

lative members of the parties (both in the Lok Sabha and the

58

This discussion is largely dependent on A* H*
Somjee, "»arty Finance,*5 Seminar* Ho* 74 (October, 1965),
15®18*

State Legislative Assemblies) provided limited funds.
Congress M.P.°s give ten percent of their annual income to
the party coffers (about US$ 100)„ while PSP Members annually
provide slightly less than this amount.
As is readily apparent these two sources of support
are insufficient to properly finance any political party.
All parties require token dues from members, but the amounts
coming from this source are so negligible that their real
purpose appears to be to provide a feeling of association
and commitment rather than fiscal support.

Of course in an

economic situation like India s one would hardly expect to
6

find among the general mass of the electorate the capacity
to furnish significant financial support.
Donations from the relatively affluent business
community therefore provide the bulk of funds for the support
of the Indian National Congress.

Congress is estimated to

receive tw©=>thirds of all business contributions, the rest
going to the conservative Swatantra party.

This is the most

important source of Congress® funds and reflects an aware*
ness on the part of the generally conservative Indian business
community as to "which side their bread is buttered on."
While the business community does not regard Congress with
unmitigated affection it apparently, like so many voters,
feels that it is the best available party.

To this must be

added the fact that Congress controls the Government and is
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in a position to apply pressure to recalcitrant business •
firms.

Other donations include "purses":

collections

taken up among the electorate and presented to individual
leaders as a token of respect and a desire to assist the
leader in remaining in (or obtaining) power.
To such monetary donations must be added an unknown
quantity of assistance rendered in the form of goods and
services.

The bulk of this support also accrues to Congress

9

and is rendered by individuals or firms who expect favors
or patronage from the Congress Government,^
It is impossible to gauge election expenditures with
any degree of precision.

Congress spends more than any other

party, and estimates for its spending in the third General
Election range as high as US$ 9,000,000,

The PSP reports

that it spent US$ 200,000 in the 1962 contest,^
In brief, the desperately depressed economic base in
India prevents mass participation by the electorate in funding
party campaigns.

This places a great reliance on the only

sector that can contribute any significant amount of money «=
the small business community.

With this group rendering

Brass, Factional Politics . , , , 120-22,
^A, H, Somjee, Seminar, No, 74, 19, Congress itself
claims 1962 election expenditures of US$ 600,000, This
would seem an unusually conservative figure, and should be
discounted.
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at least two®thirds of its support to Congress

8

the Opposition

is hard pressed to raise sufficient funds to combat the INC,
In the Indian context money is always in short supply, and
political parties ® particularly the opposition minority
parties ® are limited in their
:4)

fiscal resources,

Problems of Political Goiranunieation

Any political party seeking power in a democratic
society must attract and hold wide®spread support.among the
electorate..

To accomplish this end it must communicate with

that electorate, it must acquaint the voter with its eandi®
dates, policies and programs, and it must be cognizant of voter
sentiment and concern.

To be a national party there must

be a national network of communication between party and
voters .

In short, the presence of an effective trans®local

communications capability is vital to the establishment,

maintenance and expansion of political parties.

Without

such a network it is difficult or impossible for parties to
.serve their functions of political education and mobilization.
India lacks such an effective communications network.
This lack hampers attempts by all parties to communicate
with the electorate, and particularly inhibits attempts by
minority opposition parties to become strong forces in the
political process.

Why such a communications network is

largely absent in India, and the impact such a void has on
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political socializations will be treated below.
Traditional India was not concerned with mass e©m°
mmication.

For the bulk of the Indian population, isolated

in the rural village, family end caste relationships acted
as a commmications met.

Wider diffusion of information was

severely limited, and was accomplished largely through the
medium of the market place or festival, and through wander®
img mendicants., . The emphasis in all instances was on face®
to®face contract,^ and neither speed nor lattitude of
communication was critical.
Modern technology, heightened economic and population
pressures and the democratic political process demand the
modernization of this traditional communications system.
Considerable effort has been made towards this end, yet a
satisfactory .communications net of trams®local dimensions
has not yet been created.

The problem was neatly summarized

by Gabriel Almond and James Colemans
In an industrially advanced society, most people
receive their information from mass communications
networks. In underdeveloped- nations personal
faee®tO”faee communication is all important.

61

Weiner, Political Change in South Asia, 93®5,
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India Is in am
o o o internediat© stage^ with @#m© persons
eossaunimtlag esselusively through the limited
£ii@@<s>t©o£a@® network and others largely through
mass e#mmminations„ Villagers are generally
k s the urbanised edum-ted elite
#&at aeeeunts for this dichotomy?

the most important

eausal factors are a vast regional diversity of language and9
of signal importance9 low literacy levels0
added political apathy 8

To this must b©

the result of intense concern among

most Indians with the basic problems of daily .enisten@©9 and
a real ladk @f understanding of representative government0

Most Indians speak only the language of their region (or a
local dialect)9 and there is no effective lingua franca
understood by all or even most Indians
The consequences of this linguistic fragmentation are
enormous0

A 11°India BsdiOg a state ®©n@p©ly9 must broadcast

in a babel of tongues0

^

Even presuming that most Indians had

Gabriel iW Almond and James So (%>l@man9. The Politic
a ..
- (Princeton: Princeton University Press0

®^Hugh Tinker9 India and. Pakist
Pra®g©rD 1962) D pp0

(Hew Yorks• Frederick

©ssy

t© radi© seeeivers 0 whieh they d© s©tD th<s time

sswilsbl® t© asty given language is sharply limited Q^

Indian t©ngu© 9 find eampaigning outside @f their mm, linguistie
region difficulty and are ©ften forced t© speak through
interpreters o

As Selig Harrison has commented ifith reference

t© Congress party leadership = dra%m primarily from North
India <=> “when national party leaders ventured south9 they were

of the many difficulties inherent in the establishment of a
mass communications network in such an snvironment0

Suffice

it to say that language diversity complicates the introduction
©f such a network9 particularly where economic conditions

Until recently possibilities for the utilisation of
radio as a medium for opposition party communication with the
electorate were non= eristent0 A11=India radio only broadcast
nine hours a day9 and opposition party spokesmen were denied
air tim©0 Indian radio9 in all its many tongues9 was a 6©vern=
ment Mouthpiece 081 Be cent improvements are cheering % Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi served as Minister of Information and
Broadcasting in the cabinet of the late Lai Bahadur Shastrio
At her insistence broadcast time was increased to eighteen
hour® a day9 and Opposition spokesmen were allowed the use
of government facilities0 X M © ^ January 280 19669 p 0 260
^Selig So Harrison9 Indiag The Most Dangerous Decades
(Princetong Princeton University Press 9 I960) 9 p7"Yf8~0 "
'
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do not provide sufficient capital for the construction of a
communications network on a multi<=regional
In short

9

b a s i s .
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political parties are hampered in their

efforts to communicate with the electorate by a language
barrier of formidable proportions.

This is particularly true

of opposition parties, which lack organization and personnel
necessary to offset the difficulty.

Language differences

inhibit the growth of opposition parties in that they retard
the circulation of information between parties and the
electorate.

This in turn inhibits the ability of such parties

to build sufficient strength to accommodate these differences
by the provision of a multilevel organizational structure
competent in the pertinent local or regional language.
Literacy
Another problem faced by parties in spreading the
political "word" is the low level of literacy in India, where
perhaps twenty®five percent of the population can read and write.
A 1961 survey reported that 344 out of every 1000 males and 129
out of every 1000 females were literate.67

This greatly

reduces the efficacy of the dissemination of low®cost printed
information.

Opposition parties must win the voter, and the

66The optimum solution to this problem, that of teach®

ing all Indians to speak one language, is apparently impossible
in the face of strong regional sentiment.

This will be discussed

in Part Two below.
67Times of India. Yearbook 1964®65. 311.

printed work is one means to do this , but low literacy

levels limit its effectiveness,
Another problem related to literacy is that many
people who can read do not <= or at least not in depth.

Many

literates are simply unresponsive to information available
to them,G

8

a fact reflected in Rammanohar Lohia’s statement

that "Socialists must overcome their corrupt aversion to
reading,"^9
Here is but one example of the result of the generally
poor level of political communication in India, Archaya
Kripalani, a major figure in the PSP wing of the socialist

movement conducted an impromptu political survey among
9

villagers living only twenty miles from the important
industrial city of Kanpur;
Kripalani :

Villager;

"Who does India belong to?"
"Pandit Nehru,"

Kripalani:
Villager;

"Can he leave it to his son?"
"Why n o t ? " 7 0

One can only assume that Mr, Kripalani was dismayed with such
replies in view of his party's attempts to unseat Congress,
Further questions revealed room for improvement in communicating
the basic concepts of democracy;
6

8

Vekil

9

55,

^Rammanohar Lohia Marx, Gandhi and Socialism (Hyderabad
Navahind$ 1963), p, 344,
70
Bondurant and Fisher, The Indian Experience with Demo<=»
cratic Elections, 60,
9
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Kr£pa,lanis
Villagers

for d© y©u v@t©»In'
6,M© d©n°t km>w0811

Kripstlaiai:
Villagers

nWaj d@ y©u w t e f 38

ICripalaai:
Villagers

81lf y@u d@n81 kn@ws why w t © ? 81
_
poll©® will harass us if w© d©a0tocl!^^

80H© d©ga°t km©Wo88

Swrnarv
Considering the aWv©i=meatl©aed factors 9 h@w dees
any political party e@mmunieat® with the electorate?
seek t® eireuwent the problem in several way©0

Parties

Great relian©©

Is placed on mass rallies g, which are in fact extensions of the
traditional faee^t©= face networks of commmicationo

Politicians

constantly seek out or create audiences and attempt to confront
those audiences in their own language0

Secondly0 parties must

place heavy emphasis ©n local and regional organisation » a
further extension of the reliance on personal communicationo
Congress is the only party that has been able to create such
an organisation D fueled 9 as it w©r@s by party patronage0
Ihirdly9 parties may utilise existing inter«caste and inter=
communal links0

There has been considerable reluctance to do

this3 as it forces closer association with such groups 9 generally
held to be inimical to the best interests of the nati©n9 and
as such anathema to most political leaders 0^

Hamanohar lohia

^1Bondurant and Fish®r9 The Indian Experience with Dem@°
eratic Electionsn 600
Weiner9 Political Qaange in South Asia% 950
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of the SSP has recognized the problem

9

and has decreed what

his faction of the socialist movement should do to answer its
"propaganda meetings and the study group are the two chief
vehicles for political education,
•All parties are faced with serious difficulties in

communicating with the Indian electorate

0

Apparently the

only feasible answer given the language diversity, low literacy
levels and the general apathy of the citizenry, is the intensive
concentration on traditional patterns of personal contact.

As such a solution depends on extensive political organization,
which depends in turn on patronage, the minority parties are
badly hampered in their capacity to communicate with voters,
5)

Political Fragmentations

The Opposition Parties

Historian Will Durant has written that "internal
'cooperation is the first law of external competition,
Hie postulate seems a valid one when related to Indian
political affairs, where internal cooperation is not a
feature of individual opposition parties or of those parties
as a group, and external competition by those parties with
the Indian'National Congress is of only limited efficacy,

^Lohia, Marx, Gandhi and Socialism, 343=44,
7^Will Durant, Our Oriental Heritage, Vol, I: The
Storv of Civilization (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1954),

-
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Why is party proliferation and fragmentation so prevalent in
Indian political affairs?

Why do opposition parties find it

difficult both to form a unified front against Congress and
to maintain internal unity?

The answers to such questions

lie in the relationship of several components of political
thought and behavior to the party system;

components which

maximize the difficulties of1creating a unified Opposition,
and which often minimize intra-party cooperation within the
existing multi-party opposition.
Consensus
The first of these components is the absence of
consensus on a variety of issues directly concerning the
utility and operation of political parties in India, as well
as the more general issues of political methods and ends.

This lack of consensus is manifest in a number of areas of
concern to effective party operation.
The absence of agreement on political ends is the
first factor contributing to the fragmentation of the opposition.
All Indians do not agree that the maintenance of democratic
forms of government and the achievement of democratic goals
is necessarily the optimum attainment of Indian polities.
Nationalistic ideals are not always shared by all groups or
Individuals within a given party or between parties, some of
which have strong regional or provincial attachments.

Nor is
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the constitutional aim of a secular and democratic nationstate shared by all political activists.

As such there is not

only a lack of consensus on given political issues, but there
are also fundamental differences concerning the very nature of
Indian society - many of which differences are felt so strongly
as to prevent political unification within the multi-party
opposition,

Another significant reflection of this lack of con
sensus is the fact that many Indians have a negative conception
of the validity of political power.

regarded as unethical or unclean:

Such power is often
a reflection of both

traditional views of leadership and of the legacy of British
rule, when political power rested in alien

h a n d s ,

For

example, many individuals in the SSP under Rammanohar Lohia
view the political process sceptically, and devote much of
their energy to such non-party activity as the Bhoodan movement.
This reflects considerable disagreement with the view that
political action is a means of accomplishing social change or

75welner, Party Politics in India, 252-53,
76
Indian voters are not alone in their antipathy
towards politics and politicians: "most Americans do not
want thbir sons to go into politics as a life work; they
think politics is a dirty business, and believe it is hard
for a man to go into politics and remain honest," Ranney
and Kendall, 477,
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improvement and a less than universal acceptance ©f the
9

political party as an instrument of democracy and modernization

0

Lohia has stated that: .

India9s political parties are wholly unsuited to
this double effort at revolution of thought and
action,. They have raised untruth and expedience
to a principle „ = . they are all being eaten up
by the existence of power groups within their
ranks
, 7 7

When this lack of commitment to the political party as a
useful vehicle in the attainment of social progress is eom=
bined with other factors mentioned above , and with the lack
of consensus reflected by ideological differences between
parties

9

the inability of opposition groups to coalesce

into a unified body becomes more readily understandable.

The most significant manifestation of political
fragmentation within minority parties is their propensity
to factional politics,

1,0Those who join a political party

invariably join f a c t i o n s , a n d such factions often act to
erode a party9s external effectiveness and internal cohesion.
This tendency is the result of several factors, the first of
which is the strong need among political activists to hold
^Lohia, Marx, Gandhi and Socialism. 509,
7®Weiner, Party Polities in India, 237, This section
on faction relies heavily on Myron Weiner8s excellent work on
the subject. Of particular interest are pages 237=246 in his

membership in & group smaller than the partyg %here personal
face= to«=face contacts may be established and maintained.

Another explanation for the profusion of factions is dogmatic
ideological commitment.

Party activists are often strong

supporters of a given ideological course, and are unwilling
to moderate or temporise this commitment to allow for assoeia=
tion with others who hold different views,

A third reason is

the strong sense of individualism manifest in the behavior
of minority party leadersi

"The Socialist party , , , has

been bedeviled by individualistic and multieentric leadership
incapable of sustained teamwork or concerted action, , , ,"^9
This last explanation is closely associated with behavioral
patterns described in the discussion of the "Great Leader
Orientation,"
If factions are' so prevalent within minority parties
why do they not benefit those parties in the same way that

yo

.
R, J, Jangam "Why There has Been No Effective
Opposition In India So Far*
Indian
8

Science, XXVI (April~June$
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Non®communist opposition parties are not alone in
their habits of faction. The Communist Party of India is
currently split into two groups, the split having taken one®
third of the CPI's supporters into a second wing, W, H,
Morris®Jones, "Indias Under New Management, Business As
Usual." Asian Survey, V (February, 1965), 70,
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factional differences aid Congress?

This question is best

answered by a review ©f the elements of factional activity
that bifurcated the socialist movement into its PSP and SSP wings.
First there is the question of ideological commitment,
As has been pointed out above

9

factions in Congress allow for

the expression of a diversity of viewpoints on ideological
matters.

While factions serve that party as internal points of

reference for ideological differences, similar factions within
the socialist movement have not been able to remain within the
party, and have broken away to form separate political entities,
Lohia0s argument with the PSP was not entirely ideological, but
that portion which was so motivated revolved around his feeling
that the PSP's approach to socialism was "paralytic,’"SI

While

PSP leaders seemed to desire some sort of accommodation

between

their concept of Socialism and Lohia's, the latter was adamant,
and he finally led his presumably more "active" followers
to the formation of a new party.

The faction, unable to

force the members of the parent party to accept its views,
simply departed,

W, H, Morris®Jones comments on this in®

ability to adjust ideology to political expediency by

®^Rammanohar Lohia, Socialist Unity (Hyderabad:
Samajawadi Prakashan, 1957), pp, 12=13%
.

stating that "to be many and yet pure is to have the cake
and eat it too„

The Lohia faction apparently decided to be

content with their ideological "cake."
This question of ideology is closely related to the
factor of strong leadership ties within the party,

Lohia

condemned the PSP as having leaders who were “individualistic,
unprincipaled and venal," men who led a "foul" p a r t y , H i s
refusal to accommodate different points of view was expressed
in strong language, yet his own departure from the PSP reflects

a rather significant measure of "individualistic" leadership
on the part of Dr. Lohia himself.

It would appear that Lohia

was more determined to force the issue of ideological purity
than were many of his followers, however the majority followed

his lead.84
Thus while Congress uses factions to accommodate
divergent viewpoints within the party, and as a vehicle to
dissipate energies which might otherwise lead to the

82^orris«Jones, "Congress Partys

Dilemmas of Dominance,

25*
83Lohiaa Socialist Unity, 12-»13.
Press Journal (Bombay), August 20, 1957. One
might contrast Lohia8s views on the importance of ideology
with the American example, where winning political power is
more important than ideology or issue.

fragmentation of the party
unable to do this.

9

the Socialist movement has been

The PSP faction under J. P. Narayan moved

to achieve some sort of modus vivendl ® Karayan stating that
unity was necessary to allow for the formation of a "socialist
opposition to save democracy"*^ „ but Lohia rejected compromise.
Factions in the Socialist camp do not serve as internal "safety
valves," but rather serve to polarize differences within the

party, precipitate departures from the party, and bifurcate
rather than unify.

While the dangers of "faction™run= rampant"

seem to be clear to many members of the Socialist movement,

little real progress has been made towards this end, as two
abortive mergers have shown.

Other reasons why factions are not the source of
strength and stability in opposition parties that they are in
Congress include the absence of a mutually-agreed-upon

authority to retard the expansion of factions into separatist
movements, and to "referee" factional d i f f e r e n c e s . A l s o
.

I

there is less reluctance on the part of factions in minority

parties to break away from the parent body.
85

With the possibility

Indian Express (Madras). August 10, 1957.

^Times of India (Bombay), July 10, 1957.
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of achieving power and realizing patronage rewards remote

9

there

is less incentive to remain within a party to maximize political
advantage» As minority parties have little or no patronage

to dispense they lack the
9

cement" necessary to build party

solidarity.

Compromise and Calculation
Turning from a discussion of the problems of factions
within minority parties, it is important to consider why
minority parties cannot = or do not » coalesce into a more
unified and presumably effective political unit.

A major factor

accounting for the centrifugal tendencies of opposition parties
is the unwillingness of leaders to compromise for the sake of
political cooperation.

Myron Weiner finds that a willingness

on the part of political parties to make compromises in order
to maximize power potential is a basic need in a democratic
party system.®**

Indian opposition parties operate in flagrant

disregard of this political maxim.

While divisions of opinion

within Congress mirror outside pressures ranging from staunch
.conservatism to left-wing socialism,®^ opposition parties
reflect like clevages in the maintenance of separate parties.

®®Myron Weiner, "Struggle Against Power," World
Politics. Ill, No. 3 (April, 1956), 393.
—
QQ

W. H. Morris*.Jones, Asian Survey. V, .69.
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If Congress is able to maintain such a fusion of interests and .
prevail at the polls

9

it would seem natural that opposition

parties would make similar attempts at unity.
not done so

9

Yet they have

and their failure is in large measure responsible

for the lack of an effective Opposition,

To inquire why such

a union of forces has not been accomplished we will review

the efforts made by the Socialist parties to this end.
The Praja Socialist party has made several attempts
to join forces with other minority parties and is in fact
the product of just such a union.

These attempts have almost

invariably been on a local or State basis and have had only
9

limited success,
One example of these efforts was the PSP's union
in Maharashtra in 1956=60 with the Communist Party of India,
While the two parties acted in concert ever the question of
linguistic demands once immediate aims seemed secured the
9

9

coalition weakened, Later PSP disagreement over CPI policy
and activity in Kerala led to the final rupture of the alliance.
Although the two parties were allied in the cause
of linguistic provincialism in a regional alliance
which enhanced the strength of both parties, this
tie was insufficient to prevent a major crisis in
the alliance brought about by events which did not
immediately touch the fortunes of either party or
the attainment of their mutually agreed upon goal,90
90$tobert W. S t e m , "Maharashtrian Linguistic Provlncialism and Indian Nationalism,11 Pacific Affairs. XXXVII,
No. 3 (Spring, 1964), 41.
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The attempt was less than successful in terms of long-range
effectiveness but it did illustrate a willingness on the part
9

of the PSP to seek out alliances.
Whatever the PSP9s view of the probity of such
alliances, the Lohia socialist group was strongly opposed.

The issue of political alliances was one of the most signifi=»
cant causes for disagreement between the two wings and led
the Lohia faction to characterize the PSP as a "wholly
opportunistic group which has become only a ladder to legis»
lators,

a

lengthy quotation from a speech by Dr,, Lohia

reveals his rather pronounced views on:the matter of political
associations with other minority parties.
The main question here is whether the socialist move~
ment in India can stand on its own legs without aids
and crutches either to the left or right. At Betul,

in the beginning of 1953, it sought for aids and
crutches from the Congress party. During the general
election of 1957, such socialists as had stayed back
with the Praja Socialist Party /after Lohia led his
dissident group away from that partjr?sought aids and
crutches from the Communist Party and in fact in all
directions from right and left and top and bottom.
There has been no satisfactory explanation for
this behavior. Some have said that this was a
survival election for' the PSP, A party that buys
its existence at such great cost does not ddserve to
exist,92
Such a statement hardly reflects an awareness or acceptance

Lohia, Mjrx^andhi and Socialism, 512,
92

Lohia, Social.ist^Unity, 5,
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of the utility ©f political unity among minority parties as
a means of obtaining office.

Yet Lohia also states that his

faction wants "power and nothing else so that it can change
society in a revolutionary way.

That is why it cannot compro=»

mis® in its policy and p r o g r a m m e , T h i s is an ambivalent
stand s on the on© hand there is a refusal to maximize political
strength through compromise and association with other parties,
and yet there is a desire for political power which minority
parties have dismally failed to achieve without such assoeia®
tion.

So long as Lohia regards political alliances as "aids

and crutches" there is little chance that he might see his
party to significant electoral success.

While one might

sympathize with a refusal to countenance alliances with the
Communist Left, there is no reason to support an obdurate
refusal to enter into alliances with non=Communist parties,
In summary minority parties do not always see their
9

way clear to political accommodations,

In those cases where

they do, such as in the PSP=>CPI arrangement, such accommoda°
tions are regional or local in nature, are of short duration,
and are subject to influences not strictly relevant to. local
and regional conditions.

^Lohia, Socialist Unitv, 45,

/

■
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6)

Problems of Political Organization

The final question to be addressed in this review of

factors which inhibit the development of a viable Opposition
in India is the matter of political organization« The great
need for strong party organization in the Indian political
environment has been mentioned above% particularly with
reference to problems of political communication» These para»
graphs will make several general comments on political
organization in India, consider the Congress party’s organizet=
ional capabilities, and review the problems faced by the

Socialist parties in their organizational efforts.
Information on Indian political organization is
insufficient, and "relatively little is known about the
exact extent to which local political organizations function,
how they are organized, what techniques they employ, , , ,"^4
It is apparent that political party organization is weak,
particularly with reference to minority parties and that vast
room for expansion remains,

One study of politics in Orissa

State revealed that "Congress has the most extensive party

^^Myron Weiner, "Some Hypotheses on the Politics of

Modernization in India," Leadership and Political Institutions
in India, ed, Richard L, Park and IreneTinker (Prince ton
Princeton University Press, 1959), 33,
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organization . . . ,

it has only 19381 active members”

in a state with a population of over fifteen

m i l l i o n .

95

While the number of individuals who are active party ',
members is smalls the degree of association between members
and party is remarkably keen.

Party members in India8

particularly in opposition parties participate heavily in
9

party work.

Indians do not maintain strong multiple group

memberships$ and the "party thus provides, both an alternative
set of values and an alternative social structure.

There are

few outside ties to temper the intensity of party membership."96
Myron Weiner further suggests that such vigorous associational
ties are in part dependent on the assumption by the party of
‘

some functions of caste and family = particularly among the
educated urban elite.

"

This is supported by Baljit Singh, who

states that party membership is high among the educated
unemployed, college graduates for whom no jobs (or no "suitable”
jobs) exist.97■

F. G. Bailey, "Politics and Society in Contemporary
O r i s s a , Polities and Society in India, ed. G. H. Philips
(New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1962), 108.
^ M y r o n Weiner, "Some Hypotheses on the Politics of

Modernization In India,” Leadership and Political Institutions
9?Singh, 39=40.
)

The Indian National Congress has been the most success®
ful party in terms of establishing and maintaining a political
organization.

Congress claims about six million "primary"

members who accept the general goals of the party and pay a
small membership fee.

It also claims fewer than 100,000

"active" members who "wear Rhadi. . . . j[kr£? teetotalers,
oppose untouehability, favor equality of opportunity, believe
in intereommunal unity, perform constructive activity" and
annually collect Rs. ten (US$ 2) for the p a r t y . The
organizational hierarchy extends from the local village, town,
or city ward to state (pradesh) committees, and to the party0s
central apparatus. 99
Not only does Congress have a fairly extensive
organization, but it makes efforts to establish ties between
dominant rural communities and relevant Congress organizat®
ional elements.

100

This feature, along with the sheer size

of the Congress organization^ is generally absent in the
minority opposition parties.

Congress is able to maintain

the largest organization because it is the only party with
patronage at its disposal <=* patronage that is the "cement of
the Congress orgamlzatloh."^^"
98Palmer, The Indian .Pq .11tlcal..-System, 191.

"Palmer, The Indian Political System. 189.
Brass, Factional Polities . . . ,229.
1

0

0
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This is not to say that organizational problems
are endemic to opposition parties alone.

The INC’s organiza®

tional morale and efficacy reached such a low ebb in 1965
that Nehru and other high party leaders espoused the "Kamaraj
plan," which "envisioned the rejuvenation of the Congress
party by the transfer of senior ministers from the Center
and State ^Governments/ to party organization work, "3-02 This
was a dramatic gesture which resulted in the departure of six
Union ministers (including Lai Bahadur Shastri) from the
Cabinet to the organizational structure to deal with problems
there,

,
However serious Congress organizational difficulties
0

are,'the party still maintains the most widespread and
(sometimes) efficient organization.

Time and time again this

factor of organizational superiority has enabled Congress to
dominate elections, and one often notes comments to the
effect that "the most important single factor in the , , ,
election was the organization of the Congress

p a r t y ,

"^03

Yet effective organization by opposition parties can do much
to aid their cause, as was. pointed out in the same voter survey
no

Welles Hangen, "Succession and Personalities in
India," Journal of International Affairs. XVIII, No. 1 (1964),
2

9

°
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LU'5Rajni Kothari and Terun Sheth, "Extent and Limits

of Community Voting:
Behavior. 28=29.

The Case of Baroda East," Indian Voting

107

from which the preceding comment was drawn.

In this instance

a political unknown ran for the Swatantra party$ and through
the us® of such time-honored techniques as house-to-house
canvassing and mass rallies.won a high percentage of the votes
direct proof of the value of good organization.
Socialist Organization
When one turns to review the organizational status of
the Lohia wing of the socialist movement => representing about
one-half of that movement0s strength in Parliament = the
situation is a less than satisfactory one.

This is the result

of a combination of financial shortages $ lack of patronage
incentive8 egocentric and mercurial leadership, and personal

and factional rivalries,
Rammanohar Lohia has made a number of candid statements

on the problem, one of which goes to the root of the organiza
tional difficulties inhibiting the party6s expansion.
The Socialist movement of India has never been a
disciplined organization it was much more a
collection of individuals. These individuals varied
in extent of their personal following and influence,
some more powerful, others less,
, , xpjy all
bottom politics of steady change in behavior and
thought, of thousands who form the hard core of an
organization, there has been little in the Socialist'
movement, , , , There has been almost no attempt
at a person-to-person and door-to-door approach in
the Socialist movement, no direct and intimate mass
contact at the individual level.104
5

!04%,Q,hi@9 Socialist Unitv. 8.
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Dr„ Lohia bemoans the "lamentable tendency to self-pity . » « s

the lack of zeal and discipline among Socialists, -, , ,”
He states that organizational development has been retarded
by the "inglorious centralization of initiative and decentral
ization of discipline . , , ," and by the lack of coordination
in party activity,^05
The dangers inherent in the lack of proper political
organization were clearly revealed to the PSP faction of the
Socialist movement in a 1962 North Bombay election pitting
V, K, Krishna Henon (a former Indian representative to the
United Nations and Defense Minister) against Acharya Kripalani,
a PSP stalwart and one-time Congress party president 0

Menon

was not a national figure to most members of the constituency,
having spent many months representing India in the United
Nations, while Kripalani was widely known and highly respected,
Menon was supported by a coalition of the Congress
and Communist parties; Kripalani by virtually all other
parties including the right-wing Jan Sangh and Swatantra,

ins Lohia, Marx, Gandhi and Socialism. 352,
^Od-rhis discussion is drawn from Norman D, Palmer,
"1962 Elections in North Bombay," Pacific Affairs, XXXVI,
No, 2 (Summer 1963), 120-37; and A loo J, Dastur, "Election
Organization Cutting Across Party Lines; North Bombay
Constituency," Myron Weiner and Rajni Kothari, ed,, Indian
Voting Behavior. 106-119,
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Political sages favored Kripalani, basing their forecasts on
his greater popularity and exposure$ some support by J, P,
Narayan and the refusal of some Congress luminaries to support
Menon because of his Communist leanings.

Yet the returns gave

Henon almost twice as many votes as Kripalani,.

In explaining the outcome it would seem that organize*3
tional shortcomings cost Kripalani what at the very least

should have been a close election.

While the constituency

traditionally voted for Congress, and Nehru made several
impassioned pleas in support of Menon, Kripalani had the
Qi.
advantage of his own reputation and the other factors mentioned
above,

He also capitalized on Menon8s accommodating views

on Communism and Communist China => which country was menacing
Indian territory.

Aloe Dastur states in his summation that

Kripalani lost the election because of the:
absence of a planned campaign, lack of organization,

want of sustained and systematic work, weak local •
candidates, /and? the neglect of vote™laden areas
by Kripalani8s supporters, , ,
Even when the political odds seemed to favor the PSP candidate,
weak organization compromised the chance of victory.

107

Aloo J, Dastur, "Election Organization Cutting Across
Party Lines: North Bombay Constituency," Indian Voting

Behavior. 119,

Rammanohar Ldhia has given a concise summation of the

problem and has suggested appropriate remedial action.
The Socialist party is unable to be effective
to do what it wants because it is weak in
numbers and has no money. Join it. If you
cannot do that yet, get together as many people
as you can and discuss among yourselves. . . .107
v
Until and unless the socialist movement can create an effective
political organization it has no real chance to defeat Congress,
even when the candidates it presents are strong.

Granted the

/

difficulties in such an undertaking areenormous,they

can

and must be overcome if the movement is to prevail inthe
creation of an effective Opposition.

Chapter Two
The Expression of Opposition
The preceding chapter sought to isolate and discuss
those factors which inhibit the development of effective
political opposition parties in India,

Having reviewed

such factors it is easy to see why many observers feel that
India is a one«=party stato, and that the Indian National
Congress is confronted by no countervailing force in its
political domination of the Indian Union.
In point of fact this view is erroneous.

A significant

and effective opposition to Congress does exist; a non®
institutionalized opposition that stems from the effect of,
several elements of Indian socio-political behavior.

This

opposition is not expressed in the activity of political parties,

but is rather the result of.strong forces operating against
Congress on an ad. hoc basis.

The factors which constitute

this opposition will be discussed below as supporting evidence
for this authores contention that the operation of these forces
has produced what may be termed a one-party dominant political
situation in India.
1)

Coercive Public Protest

A review of political events in India over the past
■.111

112
two deead.es quickly reveals that not all political ends are

sought or attained through judicious use of the ballot box.
Many political issues are in fact decided outside the pale
of the 'democratic political process, often in direct contra™
vention of law and order.

The general term to be used here for

such behavior is coercive public protest.

Such protest takes

several forms in the Indian context, and has been schematically
organized by David H. Bayley.

1

Table IV
.Coercive. Public Pro test__i.n_Andia
1.

Legal s

2.

Illegal:

processions, public meetings,
work stoppages, strikes,
fasts, petitions.

Form of Protest
(Civil Disobedience)
non-violent: obstruction,
•courting arrest.

Violent: riots

1

- David H. Bayley, "Violent Agitation and the Democratic
Process in India" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. Dept, of
Polities, Princeton University), p. 22. It is not our purpose
here to go into an intensive study of coercive public protest. .
Professor Bayley has done the most significant work in the
area, and his doctoral dissertation and journal articles on
the subject provide a considerable body of information. It
is to be hoped that further study will be made of this
critical area.
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Bayley feels that "coercive public protest has three attri

butes; (1) it is aggregative; (2) it is public as opposed to
clandestine or conspiratorial; and (3) it imposes a constraint
upon government by its presence and actions, , , ."2
Civil disobedience as a form of coercive public
protest gained a high degree of legitimacy in the Indian
struggle for independence when civil disobedience of a
non-violent nature was a key weapon in forcing the British
withdrawal,

Nationalist leaders, many of whom were trained .

in the Common Law, did not hesitate to utilize this weapon
against a foreign government and regarded civil disobedience
as an essentially non-violent form of suasion,^

However,

with Independence, most Copgress leaders eschewed such
activity, feeling it a derogation of the democratic political
process.

Other leaders did not, and civil disobedience has

become perhaps the most effective weapon in the hands of
those who disagree with the legally constituted Indian
Government,

David H, Bayley, "The Pedagogy of Democracy;
Coercive Public Protest in India," American Political Science
Review. LVI, No, 3 (September, 1 9 6 2 ) , We are here
primarily concerned with "extra-legal" civil disobedience
in our discussion of coercive public protest. Such concern
is occasioned by the fact that the most significant form
of such protest in terms of results is violent and non
violent civil disobedience.
^Myron Weiner, "Struggle Against Power." World
Politics. Ill, No. 3 (April, 1956), 398.
—

"
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'

The most famous form of coercive public protest in
India was that utilized by Mohandas K. Gandhi against the
British Rajs

satvagraha /soui^force or truth®foreg

?

0

Gandhi

saw satvaaraha as Ma technique of action” that refused eoopera®
tion with a "requirement which is taken to violate fundamental

rights or

0

truths or a refusal to cooperate with those
0

responsible for such violations."4

Satvagraha normally

included the use of strikes, walk®outse voluntary shop clos®
ings and the resignation of offices or titles.

To this could

be added disobedience to "immoral" laws and only rarely,
9

fasting.5

Demands made by satvaarahis (those who, in Gandhi0s

terminology, "offered” satvagraha) were to be the minimum
"consistent with the t r u t h , and the participants must be
willing to seek honorable terms with their adversaries.?

In

essence, satvagraha was a technique that by non®violent means

led an adversary to recognize the moral superiority of an end
sought by satvagrahis.
The Gandhian weapon of satvagraha was not primarily
conceived of as civil disobedience, but was regarded as. ”a

4joan V. Bondurant, The Conquest of Violence (Berkeley
and Los Angelesg University of California Press,■1965), p. 36.
^Bondurant, The Conquest of Violence. 36=37.

^Bondurant, The Conquest of Violence. 39.
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quiet and irresistible pursuit of truth” which only "on the
rarest occasions „ . . /became/ civil d i s o b e d i e n c e . This
essentially gentle concept of persuasion has been modified,
and today is used to describe "many forms of opposition to
government and to explain almost any direct social or political
action short of v i o l e n c e . As one author notes„ satvaeraha
is used today "without Gandhi6s philosophical integrity or
his immense compassion and understanding," and "what remains
is the employment of passive resistance as a tool of naked
coercion.
In contemporary India recourse to many forms of civil
disobedience is labelled satvagraha. when in fact.it is not.
There has also been substantial use of illegal violent coercion..
As a result of both these facts, David Bayley feels that law
and order in India are threatened to a far greater degree
and with greater frequency than in the United States or the
United Kingdom.

Many times outbreaks of civil disobedience

are orderly and without violence.

At other times violence

erupts with disastrous consequences.

Bayley6s survey of the

frequency and nature of civil disobedience movements in this
latter category is revealing.
. .
®Bondurant, The Conquest of Violence, v, citing Teachings
of Mahatma Gandhi, pp. 498=99.
9Bondurant,

. 4.

lOfiayley, American Political Science Review. LVI, No. 3,
668.

During, six alternate months in 1955* starting in
January* the Times of India reported thirty®seven
separate riots somewhere'in India, A total of sixty®
three individuals were killed, . „ . Two hundred and
fifty®two persons were wounded and 2 *973 were arrested,
The police fired, upon crowds seven times to restore
order. In 1958*, again from the Times of India in
alternate months beginning, in January* there were
forty®four riots* seventeen persons killed* 480
injured and 7*293 arrested,
Hot only is civil disobedience frequently used to bring
influence to bear on government* but it is repeatedly threatened«,
As layley states* ’’there always seemed t@ be at least one
group with the announced firm intention of protesting in some
public way,
Opposition parties have made extensive use of this
manner of coercion.

Many political leaders and groups

deliberately seek out or create situations where civil dis®
obedience may be utilized.

13

While many such situations

result in tragic.consequences* there is also a more formalized
and less destructive use of civil disobedience.

^Bayley* "Violent Agitation , , „ ,” 15,
19
Bay ley* ’’Violent Agitation . , , *M 16,
___ r,— A
13»
. 1

Many times
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a group embarking on such a campaign will inform the authorities
prior to the event, and demonstrations will take place governed
by polite behavior on both sides. 14
Congress and Coercive Public Protest
Brief mention has been made of the fact that most
Congress leaders object to the continued use of public
coercion.

Such leaders most strongly condemn illegal and

violent public coercion, and have strong reservations eon= "
earning the use of legal public suasion on a "permanent

10

basis.

The Indian Government takes the view that while

peaceful assembly and protest is constitutionally guaranteed,
it often leads to the incitement of riot and unnecessary
enmity against the duly=>elected government.

Bayley, American Political Science Review, LVI, No, 3,
, For several excellent accounts of this non-violent, almost
ritual, civil disobedience, see Taya Zinkin, Reporting India
(London: Chatto and Wind us, 1962), pp. 118=237°° It' should'''''''
be noted that the Indian Government has a wide range of powers
available to its use in suppressing illegal protest, including
the right to "preventatively detain" potentially dissident
individuals or groups in society. See David H. Bayley, "The
Indian Experience with Preventative Detention," Pacific Affairs,
XXXV, No, 2 (Summer, 1962), 99=115. ■
.... .........
6

6

6

.

its

. An extended quotation from a statement made by the late Prime Minister Nehru is indicative of the Government’s
.attitude*
X am a little weary of having this word satvagrahi
hurled at m
and of having heard this word many
: times in different contexts* Previously when Gandhi
first used it and practiced it, when the time came
he told us that nobody in India is a satvaarahl
except himself * In spite of all our efforts everybody
in India is now a satvagfahi* Everybody who breaks a
law, everybody who breaks heads, is a satvaarahi.
Well, if a person wants to break a h e a d % am ? X c a n
stop him, I will stop him,15
@

9

The Congress Government is concerned that coercive public
protest detracts from the Indian commitment to democracy,
and that it may (and often does) lead to violence*

While

"there is little evidence of deliberate provocation of
violence in modern India, there is considerable indication,
on the other hand, that violence is often loosened by default.or indirection*"16
/ .
In the eyes of most Government leaders the absence
.

of a firm tradition of democratic government requires the
abandonment of coercive protest as a weapon to allow time
for that tradition to take root in India.1^

As Nehru commented

l^Bayley, American Political Science Review. LVI,

No* 3,

6

6

8

, ouoting^ k Sabha Debates* May 28*' 1956*

l^Bayley, "Violent Agitation * * * ," 69*
l^A. B* Lai (ed.), The Indian Parliament
Ghaitanya Publishing House, 1^56), p* xvii*

(Allahabads
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with referene© t© vl©l@at public pmt©stg ""w® f@ughfc £@r
freedom and w@n it

9

but what has happened t© us « are we men

©r animalsf"^^
The Opposition and Coercive Public Protest
Mbst non,”Congress political organisations believe
civil disobedience to be a legitimate means to achieve their
objectiveso

Their feeling is that if recourse to'regular

channels of political expression is unavailing

9

should be employed o"^

coercion

Opposition parties generally regard

the Government with ’’belligerent .distrustgSi^® and are entirely
willing to engage in coercive protest = legal or @therwls

©

As Jo P

0

Harayaa has stated

9

0

"are these /street demonstrations/

not the usual process of democracy

0

Sals willingness to utilise ©xtra°legal methods of
public suasion is motivated by a desire on the part of

^®Bayleys "Violent Agitation
= o 9" 2420 Or not©
Prim® Minister Indira Gandhi°s plaintive cry in response to
the 1966 rioting in the Punjab % "have we fought for freedom
and achieved our independence to kill our countrymen?"
Newsweekn March 289 19669 p Q 5$0
0

^^Meiners Political Chang© In South Asifu 162

0

Bayley g "Violent Agitation o <= o s" 237°380
^^Bayley American Political Science Review» LVJg
670s quoting the Times of Indian September H 195b0
9

Ho

0

3

9

9
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opposition parties to find some means to combat the government.
As a consequence of this desire, "professional politicians

have made cynical use of the Indian respect for selfsacrifice »

Political groups deliberately seek to create

situations in which martyrdom can not be

a v o i d e d „

"

2

2

As Bayley notes:
Law and order has, overall, become a political
football: every political party, either as a
party or as large segments of members, disclaims
illegal and violent agitation and at the same
time notoriously resorts to its use, justifying their
use of it by reference to the sancitity of the inter
ests they are defending. The Right of Revolution has
become a commonplace characteristic of political
life in India.23
In short, opposition parties have been unable to attain their
goalsby utilizing the normal channels
and have resorted
public coercion„

of politicalactivity

to the use of direct action in the

form of

Opposition parties deplore "violence

in vacuo, but cannot altogether repudiate its

u s e .

"24

The Lohia Socialist party takes the view that civil
disobedience is a perfectly legitimate tool of the political
process.

Lohia sees "injustice" as a more or less permanent

feature of society, and as such he feels that civil disobedience
(to rectify such injustice) should be similarly permanent.

22Bayley, American Political Science Review. LVI,
No. 3, 669.
2^Bayley,

"Violent Agitation .. . ,M 298.

24Bayley,

"Violent Agitation .. .

234.
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He feels that "civil disobedience both as an individual habit
and as collective resolve is armed reason and anything else
9

is either weak reason or unreasonable strength."25

Lohia

speaks with pride of the "almost total participation" of
his followers in 1957 civil disobedience movementss when all
four Lohia 'socialist H»P.”s were

j a i l e d . 2 6

.

While Lohia .is-a staunch advocate of civil dis®
obedience, and all socialist leaders have on occasion used
it, many PSP leaders are less committed to this form of suasion
and urge moderation in its use,

J, P. Narayan has suggested

caution, feeling that "people could not always remain in a
state of disobedience and because some of the steps taken by
the Government were likely to be such as would deserve
s u p p o r t ,

"27

£ o jo

5

, Kxipalani has stated that civil dis«=

obedience may serve to undermine "the fundamental unity of
I n d i a , "2®

•Even with these reservations, PSP leaders have

resorted to its use.

2^Lohia, Marx. Gandhi and Socialism, xvii.
^Lohia, Socialist Unity. 42.
77
. Times of India. September 12, 1957.
Oft

cialism
P 0^3^

o

Joan V, Bondurant, Regionalism Versus Provin°
(Berkeleys Institute of Internal Studies, 1958),
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Examples of Coercive Public Protest
Post=Independence Indian history is replete with examples
of the use of violent and non«=violent civil

d i s o b e d i e n c e . ^

Perhaps the most illustrative such example' of the effective
utilisation of violent public coercion is the struggle that
led to the demarcation of state boundaries along linguistic
lineso

Riots9 fasts9 mass arrests, strikes and other forms

of civil disobedience were used to obtain the reluctant consent

of the Government to these demands, long opposed by the Congress
3n
leadership.
The most recent illustration of the use of coercive
public protest in this context came in Sikh demands for a
separate Punjabi®speaking state.^

Congress at first opposed

99

On some occasions such activity backfires. One
writer speculates that a prominent leader of public agitation
in Calcutta lost a close election to a Congress candidate
because "a section of voters realized the futility of . . .
agitational politics.11 Rabi Chakravarti, "The Decline of the
Left in Calcutta; Machipara Constituency," Indian Voting.

Behavior, p. 92.
^®This issue will be discussed under Section Three of
this chapter. It is interesting to note the use of fasts as a
weapon of coercion. There is nothing illegal about fasting, even
a fast to death, but the threat posed the Government by such
action is often great. Fasts by popular leaders may incite
violence and cast the participant(s) in the martyr8s role.
31
The Sikhs are a monotheistic, hardy and industrious
group of approximately seven million Indians, primarily
concentrated in the Punjab.
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such demands, feeling they would create a state on essentially
religious grounds and would thus contravene the secular Indian
Constitution,,^

A Sikh leader, Sant Fateh Singh, then threatened

to fast and immolate himself if the Government did not meet

the demands„

In response to these threats Congress acceded

to the demands in March of i 1966 and authorized the creation of
the new

s t a t e ,

^3

^his occasioned counter=demonstrations by

Hindu nationalists,

A leader of the Hindu Jan Sangh party

began a -fast of his own to dramatize Hindu demands for recision
of the agreement, and thousands of Hindus took to the streets.
In the ensuing violence fourteen persons were killed, 500
injured and 1,500

j a i l e d ,

^4

Apparently the Hindu efforts have

failed, and the Sikhs have prevailed in their demands for a
new state.
Summary
Coercive public protest, both legal and illegal, has
served as perhaps the most obvious and effective weapon
against Congress,

It has been utilized in the quest for

satisfaction of almost every conceivable type of demand,35
32Time, March 21, 1966, p. 48,
^Washington Post, March 10, 1966, p. A30.

^Tim ® « March 25, 1966, p, 32
^^one man fasted to speed government efforts to remodel
the train station in his town, and college students have fasted
to obtain government recognition of their college. Bayley,

"Violent Agitation . . . ," 32=33,
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While it may act as a .fora of safety valves^^ it poses a grave
threat to the democratic process in India» Because it has
often been successful, and because so many leaders are willing
to engage in it, it may act to critically erode the efficacy
and operation of democratic government.

As Bayley suggests

a political form of "Gresham"s Law" may in time prevail, and
direct coercive action may weaken constitutionally acceptable
forms of political activity.
The real basis for this threat to the democratic system
in India seems to lie in the way such activity is regarded
by certain opposition leaders and their followers.

Unfor”

tunately, "India today lacks generalized agreement about when
and how to

d i s a g r e e ,

"

^

8

and "law breakers are not by their

actions thrust beyond the pale, but are sometimes hailed as
popular heroes by a part of the populace and held up as models
of courage, dedication and

p e r s e v e r a n c e .

"^9

with little

approbrium attached to law-breaking, one might expect the
process to continue.
Whatever the threat to the democratic process, coercive
public protest has served as the most effective opposition

666.

^Bayley, American Political Science Review. LVl. No. 3,
Bayley, American Political Science Review. LV1, No. 3,

665.
•^Bayley, "Violent Agitation . . .

230.

^Bayley, "Violent Agitation . . .

229.

■
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to Congress party dominance« Time and time again Congress
has been forced to accede to the demands of riotersg fastens
and the like; acceding to the abrogation of the legitimate
democratic process to satisfy interest group- demands=

It would

seem .that if an issue arises in India over which sufficient

numbers of persons are willing to resort to violent civil
dis©bediene

@

9

the government must often bow to mob rule*

One cannot with absolute certainty state that in all
Instances the goals sought by those who participate in civil
disobedience are inimical to the best interests of India*
Howeverc, the fact that there is now well-established precedent
for resort to coercive public protest would in itself auger
difficulties for the Indian Government„ Whatever the future,
it has.been amply demonstrated that opposition to Congress
party policies may be expressed in civil disobedience

9

and

that such coercive protest may in fact reverse such policies*
In short, coercive public protest has become the most effective
form of opposition to Congress and one which constantly con
fronts the party in its apparent position of unchallenged
political domination.
2)

Factions In Congress

Mention has been made above^ of the value of factions

^See Chapter One, Section 1 of Part IV.
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to the Congress partye

The point m s made that factions within

the Congress allow that party to shelter a diverse assemblage
of political personalities and viewpoints while maintaining
external cohesion,,

In this manner factions within Congress

inhibit the development of effective opposition parties.

Yet

these same factions constitute an expression of opposition
to the uncontested rule of the Congress party, or, to be more
specific, of groups or individuals within the party.
The role of opposition parties and autonomous centres
of power, in the Western.sense, find their functional
equivalent in the Indian political system largely
in the groups and individuals within the.Congress
fgction system. The structures of interaction
/between such factions/, moreover, are institutional™
ized within all levels of the party and through most
of the governmental machinery.^1
Factional opposition within Congress can be traced
to four primary factors.

The first of these is the conflict

between the organisational and parliamentary (or ministerial)
wings of the party.

Generally speaking there are two groups

of leaders in the Congress party; those who are "organization
men" and those who hold high political office in the Indian
Government.

The first group, while primarily drawn from the

party organization, has its spokesmen and representatives in

^0.
A Conceptual
1964), 187.
is a subject

P. Goya! and Paul Wallace, "The Congress Party ®
Study
India Quarterly. XX, No. 2 (April®June,
The study of factional opposition in Congress
that begs further research, and it is to be
,

11

hoped that political scientists will in the future give the
subject the attention it merits.
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Parliament and the State Assemblies.

There is a feeling within

Congress6'Parliamentary wing that this group has Abandoned
idealism for political ’’bossism," and that the party has been
reduced to little more than.a vehicle for personal advance™
ment.42

This feeling, and a demand by the organisational

wing for a greater voice in decision-making, has resulted in
factional contention« The split between the two party groups
began in 1947 when A.J.B. Kripalani, then Congress party
president, resigned because leaders in the Congress Government
were not consulting'with leaders in the party.

The ministerial

wing argued that cooperation was necessary between the two
groups, and that the Government (that is, the ministerial
wing) was responsible to Parliament, not to the party „^

Many attempts have been made to heal the steadily
expanding breach between the two groups»44

The ministerial

wing has maintained the upper hand, but the organizational
group seems to be growing in strength.

In some ways the organ?

izational faction acts as might an opposition party.

Its

legislative members criticize the Government, air their

^Morris-Jones, "Dilemmas of Dominance."
^Marcus F. Franda, "The Organizational Development
of India6s Congress Party." Pacific Affairs. XXXV. No. 3
(Fall, 1962), 248.
^ T h e Kamaraj plan, mentioned on page 106 above, was

the latest such attempt.
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disagreements in the press, and seek to create a majority
in parliament0^

One Indian writer sees this as the "two-

party system that is really emerging in I n d i a . _

A second cause of factional differences in Congress
arises from a conflict of loyalties.

Many Congressmen have

an "a -India" orientation, while others are more concerned
1

1

with their respective electorates.

State politicians may

object to Union policy on the basis of the feelings of
their constituents, and such objections may be viewed dimly
by the more nationally-oriented members of the party.^
A third cause for a factional opposition within
Congress is ideological divergence.

As has been mentioned

above. Congress reflects a considerable range of ideological
viewpoints, and the Government's policy is often challenged
on ideological grounds by factions reflecting this cleavage.

Ministerial left-wing factions reflect pre-Independence
patterns of thought, are generally impatient with the pace
of change, and urge a greater use of state power to effect
reform and development.

The right-wing factions, including

45Franda, Pacific Affairs, XXXV, No. 3, 251.
4^Rajni Kothari, quoted by FTanda, Pacific Affairs.
XXXV, No. 3, 251. This student concurs with such a view.
^Bailey, Politics and Social Change. 185-86.
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commtma «=orlented and business groups, are advocates of a
1

laissez fair® policy and resist increased government participation
AO

in Indian economic affairs.
T h e .fourth explanation for the presence of factional

opposition within Congress is the factor of personal leader®
ship.

While policy and principle are often mooted as the

causal factors surrounding factional differences, such

differences are often the result of individual pursuits and
animosities.^

'

,

.

These four causes are largely responsible for the
presence of factions in Congress.

Conflicts between such

factions effectively prevent the uncontested domination of
the party by any single group within the party.

Factionalism

provides recognized channels for interest representation and
aggregation and effectively counters the growth of authoritarian
tendencies in Congress. 50
The Indian Cabinet, the locus of executive power in
India, reflects factional divisions within the party, and the
ability of those factions to obtain representation.

Members of

the Union Ministry are selected on a compromise basis to

48Coyal and Wallace, lndia„.j?uarterly. XX, No. 2, 188=89.
49
“*®Goyal and Wallace, India Quarterly. XX, No. 2, 181.
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give voice to various factional interests $ and represent
various state, regional, caste and ideological.viewpoints. 51
The balance of factional interests is a delicate one, and no
single important faction may be ignored in the decision-*
making process when its interests are concerned.

Factions

do not hesitate to air their views and to force accommodation
with those views through threat of secession,:

Perhaps the

major role of the party°s f,High Command” is one of mediation
in the maintenance of party unity.

Their8s is not the task

of destroying rival factions, but of preventing internecine
:warfare and maintaining a working relationship,*^
3)

Federal «=> State Relations

In reviewing those factors which tend to act in
opposition to the Congress party some comment must be made
on the nature of Federal-*State relationships in India,

While

this area of concern has been little studied 9 there is
significant evidence to indicate that the several Indian

states on occasion actively resist the Congress Government°s
decisions and are a factor in opposing Congress

1

domination.

To review this question it is necessary to briefly
examine the formal structure of center-state relations in

51Goyal and Wallace, India Quarterly, XX, Mb, 2, 187,
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lndia

0

Hie Indian C@nstitution adopted in 1950s established
9

a federal union with strong unitary features

0

Hie Constitution

enumerated the powers to be held by the Union and State
governments9^

and those powers to be held jointly*

Hie

^Union List of powers mentions ninety»seven items which are
68

exclusively within the purvue of the Union Government

0

Included

here are sueh concerns as national defenseg foreign affairs

0

preventative detention^ railways and interstate commerce *
The ^Stat® M s t

88

©numerates sixty°six items that fall within

th© province of state control^ including regulatory-powers
over aleeholie beveragesa agrieultur

©

9

education and intr®»

state commerce* A "Concurrent List" designates joint powersD
and residual powers accrue to the Union Government *
the allocation of powers under the Indian Constitution
has been weighted in favor of the Union Government

0

This is

largely the result of a Constitutional provision which under
certain circumstances allows the national Parliament to make
laws with respect to any matter enumerated on th© State List

0

^^Whlle other federal systems refer to a "Federal
Government
the central government of India is usually
referred to as the "Union Government
9

88

*

88

5%umud BivatiSg The Hatug® of Inter-Relations of
Governments in India in th©^^nti©th~'Centurv^^Bombavl
Popular Book B@p©tJTWBT)9 ppT’T l S ” 19* WSSan interesting
discussion of th© Indian Constitution see Sir William Ivor
Jenningss Some Characteristics of the Indian Constitution
(Madras g Oxfo^^ University Press 9 1955) 0

^Th±® may be accomplished by a two^thirds vote of the
Council of Statess or while a Presidential Proclamation of Em©r=
gency i® in effect* Goyal and Wallace* India Quarterly* XX* Ho*
2 S 191*
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Furth©r the President ©f the Indian Union may
0

9

by Pr®el®°

matlon of Eia©rgen«gr suspend state constitutions and transfer
9

t® himself and the L®k Sabha all powers normally vested In
the states
Under such an arrangement the Union Government has
available to its use the strongest of powers to force state
compliance with its decisionsQ Yet it has used these powers
sparinglys and in many instances the states have effectively
resisted Congress®controlled Union leg!slation

0

The clearest example ©f Union®State conflict has
come in matters of economic development and reform where the
9

Union Government "has no device to insure that its general
directives will be complied wlthg8 8 and where the states
have often refused to pass legislation implementing Union
policy or in compliance with Union directivesConsidering
the broad scope of dev©l©pment®oriented measures

9

and their

*^Sudh action of course renders India a unitary stat
Goya! and Wallace India Quarterly. XX N
2 S 1910

©

9

9

©

0

0

^^Iqbal Marain and M V Mathur "Union®State Relations
in Rajasthan9" Journal of Commonwealth Political Studies. II
Efoo 2 (Jfey 1964) 1387^ See al's© Paul Ho AuolebvZ Report of
a Survey of Public Administration In India (Mew Delhi:
0

0

9

9

9

G

o

9

w

^

^^David Go Potter "Federalism and the Indian Admlnis®
trative Service," Paper read before the meeting of the Western
Division of the Association for Asian Studies, Boulder,
Colorado, October 23, 19650
9
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impact on almost every facet of Indian affairs

9

this

recalcitrance on the part of the states, is of considerable
importanceo

For examples in several instances "the state

legislatures have sabotaged land reforms , .
so
the Union Parliament»

enacted by

The influence of state politics and the political
autonomy exercised by the states in their relationships
with the Union Government is having a steadily growing
impact on Indian policy at the national levels

The Union

Government must be cognizant of the willingness of the.states
to comply with Union directives or legislation* and Congress

cannot rely solely- on its control of Parliament to put into
effect the party8s decisions.

This increasing independence

on the part of the states is due to the gradual disappearance
of national leaders who are able to keep the states in line

with Congress Union policies s and on the growing awareness
8

of the potential of political power among the states almost
9

all of which are themselves dominated by the local Congress
organization„^

In summary, the Indian states have shown an increasing
tendency to resist many policy decisions made by the

N©o

6

6

Santhanam, "Guarantee for the Future," Seminar.
,(February, X.965), 22e
^^Jitendra Singh, "Background the Possibilities,"

Seminar. No, 51 (November, 1963),■17=
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Congress-dominated Union parliament, and to effectively oppose

Congress national leadership in matters where vital state
8

interests are concerned„ It is no longer possible for the
Union Government to expect or command the full support or
compliance of the state governments«, It should be noted
that this increasing state autonomy does not reflect a
weakness in the ultimate constitutional authority of the
Union Government whichs as has been mentioned aboves may
9

assume unitary'powers»

It i£ indicative of the reluctance

of the Union Government to utilize the full scope of that
power

61
9

•
and of the willingness of state political leaders

to press their political power to its full advantage in the
62
satisfaction of special state interests6
4)

The Polities of Language

The most persistent and effective expression of
opposition to the dominant Indian National Congress has come
in demands for the recognition of regional linguistic
differences in India.

The issue of language is centered on

two closely related claims.

The first such claim has been

61

OJt,Sueh reluctance stems from a desire not to impinge
on the federal nature of the Indian Union except in times of
gravest emergency, and a similar desire not to alienate state
political elements.
. ^Selig S. Harrison8 "The Challenge to Indian National
ism," Foreign Affairs. XXXIV, No. 4 (July, 1956), 634-36.
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a demand for the demarcation ©f state boundaries on a linguistic
basis.

The second is a refusal by many Indians to espouse

Hindi as the national language.

In both these matters

9

articulated Congress policy has been reversed as the result
of strong opposition on the part of concerned segments of
the population.
As has been mentioned above there are a dozen major
languages in Indias and many times that number of minor
languages and dialects,

Myron Weiner has made a percentage

breakdown of the major linguistic groups„^3

Table V

Hindis Urdu* Hindustani* Punjabi
Telegu

, .

42,0

9,3

Marathi

7,6

Tamil

7.4

Bengali

7,0

These languages are spoken in generally distinct geographical
areas of India and are perhaps the most striking evidence of
the subcontinent9s diversity,

^Weiner* Political Change in South Asia, .5, Minor
regional and tribal languages'"'constitute' the balance of the
Indian linguistic spectrum.

£36
Demands for the demarcation of state boundaries along
linguistic line® arose in the 19208s,, when Indian political
divisions reflected little more than the pattern of British
conquestc64. Congress expressed support for these early demands
and called for boundaries that would conform to "the linguis«=
tic unity of the areas concerned,

Support by Congress for

linguistic demarcation continued until 1947,

Faced by the

need to create a unified India, linguistic state boundaries
came to be regarded by Congress leaders as inimical to the
nation8® best interests,**® and a threat to the already tenuous
cohesion of the infant Indian Union,
Though Congress did not wish to redraw the political
map of India to conform to linguistic division^, public
agitation.was sufficiently strong to force the creation of
a committee to inquire into the question.

After some study

the Dar Committee advised against the formation of linguistic

o4Wo Ho Morris®Jones, Parliament in India (Philadel®
University of PennsylvaniaPress^TfST)', p , 21,
'65
Joan V , Bondurant, Regionalism Versus Previn®
cialism. 22, This work, while somewhat dated, is a good
source of information on this subject,
66
■ Bondurant, Regionalism Versus Provincialism, 26,
Congress opposition to linguistic demarcation is reflected
by historian Arnold Toynbee, who writes that Indian "language
problems raise the spectre of a Balkanization of the sub®
continent along linguistic lines, much as occurred in
Eastern Europe," Arnold J, Toynbee, East and West (Hew York:
Oxford University Press, 1958), p. 101.w
phia:

8
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stateso

The Corraaittee felt that the ease for the creation

of such states rested on claims that linguistic groups were
in fact ,sub=nations
3

to the

,

Constitution,

69

and as such were ^contracting parties

w and that state boundaries -were administra**

'tively heterogeneous and unsound

The Committee rejected

the first of these claims and greatly minimized the importance
of the second.

It also noted in its case against linguistic

states that, such a method of demarcation might well lead to
the repression of linguistic minorities within the proposed
states,G8 breed provincialism, and arouse bitterness in an

already precarious Federal Union «= thus impairing national
solidarity,^
While the Bar Report was greeted with cheers by

Congress as a confirmation of the party leadership^ views,
those views were relaxed to allow for the 1953 creation of
Andhra state, where public sentiment for a Telegu=speaking
state was s t r o n g . This concession led to similar demands by

6^MOrris-Jones,

21.

none of the states proposed at that time did
the majority language group exceed eighty percent of the
population, a situation that still prevails. Morris-*Jones
Parliament in_India. 21.
^^Bondurant, Regionalism Versus Provincialism* 25.

^Harrison, Dangerous Decades . . . , 105^6. See also
Morris-Jones, Parliament inlndial 2 7 T h e Congress decision
to accede to demands for the new state was in large measure
the result of a fast to death by.a Telegu leader.

by other regional language groups j, and a second committee
report in 1956 presaged the general reorganization of state
boundaries along linguistic lines„ This was in turn followed
by the 1960 bifurcation of Bombay state^ and the approval
of demands for a Sikh Punjabi-speaking state in

1 9 6 6 „72

The Congress Government was unable to resist the
pressures of regionallinguistic sentiment, even when the
party had adopted a strong stand against such pressures=

;

The entire issue was regarded as one of the most significant
problems confronting the new nation, yet Congress was unable
to force its will in the matter.

Opposition to Congress

on the question was not expressed with any success in

Parliament,, but rather was evinced in extra-constitutional
and extra-legal activity.

For example, In the riots that

eventually forced the linguistic partition of Bombay state
into Marathi and Guerati-speaking states, 260 civilians and
policemen were killed, thousands were injured, and considerable

property was damaged.^

^&For an excellent eye-witness account of the events
leading to the division of Bombay state, see Taya Zinkin,
^Unfortunately linguistic reorganization has left
significant- linguistic minority groups in almost every new
state. This has in several instances served to increase
friction.between language groups. Myron Weiner. The Politics
of Scarcity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 'l#62), ^
p. 58-9 o
^Zlnkin, Reporting India. 115.
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While demands for state boundary demarcation along

linguistic lines were being satisfied against the declared
policy of Congress

8

another language^related argument raged

in India= Here the question concerned the establishment of
Hindi as the national languagea

The Indian Constitution*

written by men aware of the vast regional diversity of
language in India* calls for the eventual establishment of
Hindi as the official language of the country» Provision
is made for the temporary use of "associate languages*" but
it was planned to phase such languages out and make Hindi
the,sole official language.
This raised cries of "Hindi imperialism

88

across the

face of non«»Hindi speaking I n d i a . %be imposition of
Hindi as the official language was opposed for a multitude
of reasons.

Among these were claims that those who did not

speak Hindi were to be discriminated against in competition
for prestigeous government employment.

It was also stated

that Hindi would have superseded or "subvertedn traditional
regional languages* many of which have a rich literary

tradition,

Even C= Rajagopalachari, a former governor®

general of India and a strong "Unionist*" opposes the

^Particularly In the South* as Hindi is primarily
spoken in North®central India,
One might suggest the additional factor of inter®

regional animosity.
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establishment of Hindi as the National languagee
There cannot ever be a single national' language for
all Indiae The time is past for the achievement of
such an object« Me are many centuries too late for
it0 o .
All we can do now is have an effective
official languages equally convenient for all parts
of. India, . : .76

In Rajaji8s view that official language should be English9
and no attempt should be made to force non-”Hindi speakers
to use Hindi.
$hus Congress leaders ran into solid opposition in
attempting to implement their linguistic policies.

While

Congress was able.to prevail in Parliament* it was unable
to stem the tide of anti<=>Hindi movements in the streets.
As the result of a multitude of demonstrations against
the introduction of Hindi as the sole official language, the
entire effort was abandoned, and Hindi is now jm official

language = as is English,

As the late Prime Minister Lai

Bahadur Shastri said with reference to this concession ~
"we must seek the middle w a y . O p p o s i t i o n to Hindi has
left English as the associate official language o f .the
country, and passions seem to have abated in intensity.

76C. Rajagopalachari, "English for Unity,"

No,

6

8

(April, 1965), ,123-24.
7

7

Time, January 21, 1966, p. 31,
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Mr* M* C, Chagla, Union Minister for Education,

recently assured South Indian students that the Union Govern®
ment has abandoned its efforts to introduce Hindi*

First and foremost English will continue to be
the associate official language with Hindi* There
will be no change in this policy until and unless
the people in non®Hindi states agree to Hindi
, becoming the sole official language* It is not
for the people of the North to give a decision
in this matter but it is for you from.the South
to say that you are ready for a switch®over in
favor of Hindi,78
9

An Indian reporter commenting on the Education Minister®s

speech noted that "the Minister referred to the Constitution * * *
and observed that it ought to be respected*
or other Hindi ought to become the official

At some time
t o n g u e *

"79

It is Interesting to note the Lohia Socialist8s stand
on the matter of the introduction of Hindi,

The party9s

1957 Election Manifesto demanded that "English must be

eliminated forthwith from all governmental and public use*"
The manifesto then blithely disregarded the problems that
Congress itself was unable to surmount in its quest for just
this end and stated that "the anti*=national policy of the
Congress Government with respect of the retention of English
will stand to its lasting i n f a m y . W h i l e Lohia regards

7^The Hindu Weekly Review* February 7

0

1966. p. 16,

7^The Hindu Weekly Review, February 7S 1966* p. 16.
8

0

L©hia Karxj_Gandhi^d_ Socialisma 504*
9

3

the use of English as a "crime and a sin,"**! the PSP wing of
the socialist movement has acceded to the demands of non®
Hindi speakers«,82
In summary, problems of language have been largely
"settled" against the wishes of the dominant Congress party..
Opposition .parties- have in a few eases capitalized ©n anti*
Congress sentiment concerning these issues, yet by and large
opposition to Congress in this area has not been the product
of party activity. Local leaders have mobilized support to
oppose the Government and have forced Congress to accede
to demands it once felt to be beyond compromise®

The

legitimate political process has been side-stepped, and
Congress has been forced to abandon its stated position on
language,
5)

Caste and Communalism

It is now time to turn to the factor of caste, one
of the most important aspects of Indian socio-political

behavior®

No®

6

8

The purpose of this section is to inquire into

SlRammanohar Lohia, "Hindi Here and Now,8'
(April, 1965), 42.
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the effect of caste on the political process, and to determine
if caste plays any role in opposition to the Congress party.
Caste a|K! .Commtmalism - A Mflajtion
Caste is a system of social stratification that divides
the Hindu population into thousands of caste sub-groups.
Each caste is an exclusive and endogenous group with specific
rules covering social relationships, occupation and diet.
The caste system features a pyramidal gradation of status
and occupational levels, and "every man is born into a
particular communal or.caste

g

r

o

u

p

Caste "embraces all

and is all-embracing . . . , and /every man? inherits a
place and station in society from which his whole behavior
is derived
In India castes and sub-castes are tightly organized
groups which command loyalty, support and association in the
community.

Caste dominates social life and plays a significant

role in influencing individual and group attitudes and behavior,
"Caste is so tacitly and so completely accepted by all, includ
ing those who are most vocal in condemning it, that everywhere
it is the unit of social action."85
83Wallbank,.25-26 ,
84%. H« Morris-Jones, "Indians Political Idioms
138.

,

69

% , M, Srinivas, "Caste In Modern India," Journal
of Asian Studies. XVI, No. 4 (August, 1957), 548. '
8
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Hhat•then does the term communal signify?

Myron

Weiner uses the term to refer to "any party or organization
which works for the interests of a caste or religious community
as opposed to the general welfare,”®^

Communal organizations

are rooted in cast© or religious divisions and seek to
promote the interests of the section of the population they
represent

They are interest groups, seeking to secure

advantage'Ur recognition for a single segment of Indian
87 and communalism has been described as."the outburst
soclettyg3'
of caste patriotism and religious r i v a l r y The term
"broadly connotes what is generally understood by the term
ethnic in the United States

^Weimer

8

0

In the Indian context the

p©gty Politics in India. 164o

^Richard D„ Lamberts "Hindu Communal Groups in Indian
Politics„" Leadership and Political Institutions in India.
211 e
®^Vincent C® Watson Communal Politics in India and the
United States® School of Arts and Sciences Research Paper
Hg’
o 10% Georgia State College (Atlanta, 1965), p® 3®
9

^Watson, 1, Professor Watson points t© a marked
similarity between Indian communal and American ethnic
politics® A major difference between the two is the fact
that Indian communal groups have not as yet developed ties
with the wider society, and are not integrated into national
political affairs to the same extent that ethnic groups are
in the United States®
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term communal is often a pejorative, and communalism is
considered by many to be a rejection of the basic constitute
ional tenets of secularism.

The ruling elite is particularly

concerned with communal activity in the political sphere„ and
Nehru saw such activity as an expression of "fissiparous
tendencies'* in the Indian body politic,^0
Communal organizations based on caste or religious
divisions may be little more than reference groups, or they
may be active, self-centered and reactionary pressure groups.
This latter category is exemplified by the Rashtriva Sway(RSS)9 a militant and disciplined organization
dedicated to the "revitalization” of Hindu society 91

The

is another communal organization which,
unlike the RSS, actively participates in the electoral process,

Watson, 32-33.

9&The RSS calls for a reaffirmation of Hindu religious
ideals, the placement of Brahmans in high government posts,
the abolition of secularism and the revival of "Hindu
culture , , , and nationalism." Weiner,
India. 175. Organized communal groups like the RSS are
rejected by all major political parties (except the CPI).
This at once denies the integrative function of parties and
acts to exacerbate the militant or parochial stance of such
groups. The following is an excellent early study of the
RSS, J, A, Curran, Jr., Militant Hinduism in Indian Politics
A Study of the RSS (New York: Institute of Pacific Affairs.
T«i)T
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This party stands for "one country, one culture, one nation
and dharma raiva /rule of law?," and it polled more than

three million votes in the first General Election.^
There is no question but that east© groups are becoming
more organized and cohesive, and one author notes that "the
last fifty years have seen the growth of a formal regional
organization of practically every caste, with the avowed

aim of

o

„

,

raising the status and prestige of the caste

93
as a whole,"

Selig Harrison feels that this increased

geographical solidarity is accompanied by "a new competitive
spirit

,

,

o

and an abandonment of traditional concepts of

minimizing competition."94

Caste and the Political Process
Turning from this very brief description of caste and communal associations it is relevant to inquire if such
associations have any perceptible impact on the political

process.

There are several views on this question, ranging

from those which see caste as perhaps the most significant
factor in influencing voting behavior to a far more reserved
conception of its importance,

^Singh, 68=70.
^ E r i c Jo Miller, "Caste and Territory in Malabar,"
American Anthropologist. Vol. 56, No. 3 (June, 1954), 418=19.

9^Harrison, Dangerous Decades . . - , 101.
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Proponents of the first view see communal (Organizations
based, on caste as "a central element of Indian politics0
Indeed

9

„ . . one of the chief means by which the Indian

mass electorate has been attracted to the process of demo
cratic politics,

Similar views are held by CL Von

Purer-Haimendorf8 who writes that:

One of the short-term effects of universal adult
suffrage is to strengthen caste. It is easily
understandable that the villager, other things
being equal, prefers to vote for his caste man.
This is so widely accepted that during recent
elections in Andhra state . . . parties were
at pains to select candidates who had_th@ proper
0social base*, which . . . /is to sa
that they
belonged to the locally dominant cast©.96
%

7

Socialist Ashoka Mehta feels that “democracy in India has
so far been the clever balancing of caste interests„"97
Supporters of this view of caste as being of great
importance to the political process point to examples where
political conflict has reflected inter-communal contention.
Such a case occurred in Andhra state, where land-owning castes
allied themselves with Congress, and landless castes supported

QO
the Communist party.

There would appear to be little doubt

9^Lloyd I. Rudolph and Suzanne Hoeker Rudolph, “The
Political Role of India's Caste Associations." Pacific Affairs.
XXXIII, No. 1 (March, 1960), 5.
Guardian/ October 27, 1956.

See also Frank Moraes, The

^G.' Von Furer-Haimendorf:, "Caste and Polities in South
Asia." Politics and Society in India. ' 54.
Q7
Weiner, Political Change in South Asia. 42=43.
■9-8.'
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that many candidates attempt to exploit particularistic
loyalties to gain electoral support«
-Other students of Indian political affairs feel that
caste plays a smaller role in the political p r o c e s s P a u l .
Brass suggests that there is a definite "tendency for an over®
whelming majority of caste members to vote for candidates
of their own community %castg g" but that the real signifi®
7

cance of .this is mitigated or neutralised when voters are
confronted by several candidates of one c a s t e I n

such

an instance other factors play a role in the determination
of voter affinity.

Political organization is one such

factor, and it "cuts across existing loyalties , , „ to

create new loyalties and cleavages

,

61

reducing the impact .

of communal organizations,
Not only does party organization intrude to weaken
the potentialities of caste block-voting, but factions tend to

^This difference of opinion would seem to be the result
of a paucity of Information, yet more recent studies tend to
support this latter view. Like almost every other facet of
political affairs in India this subject demands further study.
For recent research in support of this view, see Harry Izmirllan,
Jr,, "Dynamics of Political Support in a Punjabi Village
Asian Survey, VI, No, 3 (March, 1966), 125®133,
,

^^BrassB Factional Politics , , , , 163*
course true of ethnic politics in America,

11

This is of

lOlR&jni Kothari and Terum Sheth, "Extent and Limits
of Community Votings The Case of Bareda East," Indian Voting
Behavior. 34,
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divide eommuml groups

Suseh groups are often integrated

0

into the local factional system

thus forestalling either the

9

dominance of a particular east© or the development of polarised
conflict between caste groups

„

^

^

2

There i® also reason to

believe that communal orientation diminishes the higher up
the caste and economic scale one goe

@

9

and that there is

a corresponding diminution of communal bl@e°v©ting patterns
among urban dwellers

Socially cohesive groups may be

split by the application of influene

©

intimidati@n

9

patronage or even

final factor that tend© to reduce the

0

Importance of eoramnal voting is that a candidate from a
dominant caste group may inspire a coalition of minority
castes in opposition,,
These facts would suggest that no ^ir'on law5® of
communal voting exists

Caste does influence voting behaviora

0

sometimes significantly

9

but it is not the paramount influence,,

The balanced view would be that caste is one @f several- factors

Brass

9

Factional Politics n „ n „ 241 „

•^^Qo 0 o Goya1 “Caste and Polities = A Conceptual
Framework.“ Asian Surveyn V H
10 (October 1965)9 522
Goyal found that in one survey twenty^nine percent of
rural voters were motivated by caste considerations while
only twelve percent of urban voters were similarly influenced
9

9

©

0

9

0

9

&0^Rajnl Kothari and Terum Sheth “Extent and Limits
of Community Votings The Gas© of Barod® East* ^Indian Voting
Behavior. 21=22
9

0

p

0

Goyal

9

Asian Survey. V

9

Hoc, 10

9

523=>240

0
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that bear on the behavior of the electorate» In none of
the constituencies (eleven in all) discussed in Myron Weiner
and Rajni Kothari *s Indian Voting: Behavior did a candidate

prevail solely through the support of communal ties, and
•bandidates of many parties /were abl<&7 « . * to win some

support" even when communal association was

s t r o n g . ^ 0 6

Communalism and Congress
While communal organizations are not as significant
a factor in the formal electoral process as might initially

be presumed, they are a constituent part of the non
institutionalized opposition to Congress.

They have in the

past heavily influenced Congress and'may be expected to do
so again in the future.

Because Indian politics are marked by a relative
lack of organized special interest groups, communal organi
zations are the recipient of far greater support than might
otherwise be'accorded them.

Further, communal groups may

develop a higher degree of solidarity than is found among
other voluntary associations.

For these reasons communal

opposition brought into play against Congress is of considerable

importance.

1

0

6

.

Weiner, Indiaa,Voting Behaviora

8

.

107L. Rudolph and S. Rudolph. Pacific Affairs. XXXIII,
No. 1, 8-9.
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Such opposition is usually manifest outside of legis®
lative assemblies and electoral contests.

The real importance

of communal organizations acting in opposition to Congress
comes in the role they play strengthening and expressing
divisive forces already present in society,

% e y represent

segments of public opinion which, by virtue of a willingness
to take to ;the streets, must be propitiated by the Congress
Government,

Communal organizations are a threat to the

Government in that they represent such divisions and paro®
chial interests against the national interest ® and are willing
to resort to extra®legal means to attain their ends,^^
Communal groups have opposed Congress over a variety,
of issues.

The first of these is communal resentment arising

from Congress secular policies.
9

Congress has been instru

mental in abolishing (at least de lure) the age-old restrict

ions against the Hindu Untouchables, and this has occasioned
considerable r e s e n t m e n t , Congress-sponsored measures to
reform the whole structure of Hindu marriage, divorce,

*•0^ R i c h a r d Q e Lambert, "Hindu Communal Groups in
Indian Politics,” Leadership and Political Institutions in
India, 221-24,
■ l09Weiner9 Politics _of._Scarcity. 36,
*"^Bailey, Politics and Society, 45-52.
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inheritance and adoption customs have met with considerable
opposition and resentment, and Congress has been forced to
slacken the pace and dilute the content of such reform measures.Ill
Communal opposition may also arise from HindusMuslim
tension.

When such tension is high, and Muslim minorities

feel themselves threatened, they may protest a lack of
protection.

Conversely, when Hindu communal groups feel

Congress is overly solicitous of Muslims they may in turn
1

1

2

react against the Congress Government. *

As minority groups often support Congress because
of the party1s secular policies communal groups mAy intensify

their efforts against Congress to counter such support. 113

And

communal groups with a significant economic or social disability
may protest Government inaction or indifference to their plight.
Indo™Pakistani relations provide a final cause

celebre for communal opposition to Congress.

Many Hindu

communal groups, particularly militant associations like the
RSS, violently oppose any rannroachement with Pakistan, and

112W a y n e Wilcox, "Trade Unions, The Middle Class and
A Communist M.P.% The Indian Parliamentary Election of 1962,"
Indian Voting Behavior. 76. Also see Brass, Factional
Politics . . . . 100=01.

I O
1

V. Mo Sirsikar, "Party Loyalties Versus Caste and
Communal Pulls; Poona Constituency," Indian Voting Behavior. 43.
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constantly call for the re-»unlfication of the partitioned
subcontinento

It may well be that the Indian Government,

given the implicit threat of violent communal reaction
to a normalization of Hindu-Muslim relations, is restricted
in its efforts to ease relationships between the two
countries,

Hindu nationalism and anti-Muslim feelings

would simply not tolerate such a relaxation.
In summary, communal groups often act in opposition
to Congress, and do so outside the normal avenues of
political expression.

The exercise of communal bloc-voting

and a willingness to breach the peace are the two main
weapons at the disposal of such organization.

The Congress

party must be cognizant Of communal feelings, and has often
been forced to bow to the expression of such feelings.

Part V
- Summary and Comment
This thesis was conceived as an inquiry into the
lack of effective opposition parties in the Union of India0
Its object was to determine what factors are responsible
for the pre-eminent position of the Indian National Congress,
Two major conclusions may be drawn from the study.
The first is that political opposition party development
has been inhibited by a series of factors that favor the
one-party system in India,. The second.is that opposition
to Congress does exist, and that such opposition of itself

serves to pre-empt the operation of formal opposition
parties.
It is something of a paradox to note that the
expressions of opposition discussed above is in a very
real sense responsible for the inability of opposition
parties to mature.

With the "informal” opposition so

effective, support for legitimate parties to counter Congress
is diverted.

As there are no signs that the non-institutionalised

expression of opposition will lose its effectiveness and appeal,
one must conclude that the potential for political party growth
is limited.
This is particularly true in view of the patent
154
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Instability of opposition parties themselves

6

Internal dissent,

erratic leadership behavior and organizational shortcomings
©

1

1

point to the continued inability of such parties to

oppose Congress,

If opposition parties are to gain strength

they must surmount these internal difficulties and turn their
attention to the task of increasing support among the electorate.
They must make more credible their claim to be a valid and

effective counter-poise to Congress,
One value judgment would seem in order.

While the

“informal" opposition to Congress denies that party absolute
control- over the decision-making process, the nature of such
opposition is an ominous commentary on the future of the
democratic process in India,

Each expression of non-institution

alized or extra-legal opposition tends to deny the utility of
opposition parties, and to create a precedent for the con
tinued expression of opposition in this manner.

Either

Congress will continue as the dominant political body,
challenged and on occasion bowing to the demands of the non
institutionalized opposition, or such opposition will in time
destroy even the one-party dominant political system now
prevailing.

The possibilities of this latter event are

greatly exacerbated by the economic, population and food
crises that haunt India $ crises which breed further recourse ■
to "unconventional" opposition.
The difficulties facing political opposition parties

/

w
in India are enormous<, and are not easily evaded or surmounted.
Yet is to be hoped that more successful efforts will be made
toward this end,

The present situation is .unsatisfactory

at best, and the development of effective parties In opposition
to Congress = or the bifurcation of Congress into an.effective

two-party system «= would perhaps be the most significant
guarantee of the continued maintenance of the democratic
process in South Asia,

APPENDIX A

Born 1910» Ph.D* (Berlin University)« Active in
the Indian National Congress (to 1946) as a- leader of the
Congress Socialist party and edited the Congress Socialist
9

until 1939o Dr* Lohia participated in the freedom movement9
and was jailed several times by the British Indian Government
for such activityo

He was a member and General Secretary

of the Praja Socialist party until 19569 in which year he
was founder of the Socialist party.

Elected to the Lok Sabha

in a 1963 by-election.
Dr, Lohia is the author of several books„ and the
developer of several socio-political theories„

Included here

are his theories of Equal Irrelevance and Efficiency. Total

SSJteMa®,
Dr, Lohia informally claims the world record for
political arrests (19 as of 1963)

9

of which

1

1

such arrests

were effected by the Indian Government,

Climes of India, Yearbook 1964-65, 1241,
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APPENDIX B

Born 1902^ educated in India and the United States.
An early member of the Indian National Congress$ Mr. Narayan
was arrested and imprisoned by British officials for his role
in the freedom movement.

A founding member, of the Socialist

party (1946), and later a leader of the Praja Socialist party9
Mr. Narayan renounced political party affiliations and political
aspirations in 1957.

He is a leader of Sarvodva. Chairman of

the World Peace Brigade, founder and Chairman of the Indian®
Pakistan Reconciliation Croup-(1962)| and Director of the
Gandhian Institute of Studies.
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